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ABSTRACT

The eight Western Kho-Bwa varieties are spoken in western Arunachal Pradesh in Northeast India and form a small, coherent sub-group of the Tibeto-Burman (Trans-Himalayan / Sino-Tibetan) language family.

This paper presents 96 sound correspondences, mainly between the two Western Kho-Bwa varieties Duhumbi and Khoitam, with additional evidence from other Western Kho-Bwa varieties and other Tibeto-Burman languages whenever deemed illustrative. On basis of these sound correspondences, I propose 282 Western Kho-Bwa proto-forms including a total of 92 onsets. The less common reconstructed Western Kho-Bwa onsets are the uvular onsets and the voiceless nasal and approximant onsets.

A unique innovation of the Western Kho-Bwa languages, and indeed the Kho-Bwa languages in general, is the correspondence of initial *s- in other Tibeto-Burman languages to a vocal onset in Proto-Western Kho-Bwa and its descendent varieties. Another relatively unique innovation is the correspondence between Western Kho-Bwa obstruent onsets *b- and *g- ~ *kʰ- ~ *k- and other Tibeto-Burman nasal onsets *m- and *ŋ-, respectively.

1. INTRODUCTION

This introductory section first describes the Kho-Bwa cluster, and the Western Kho-Bwa languages as a coherent sub-group of this cluster. The introduction then describes the nature of the data on which the reconstruction is based and the method in which these data were collected. The introduction ends with an overview of the notational conventions used in this paper.

Northeast India, and in particular Arunachal Pradesh, is a linguistically important region, because of the high density of often endangered languages and language subgroups with unclear affiliations to the other languages of Asia (see, for example, Blench and Post 2014). The Kho-Bwa languages are no exception; they are poorly described, and the only historical-comparative work on any of these languages is Lieberherr’s historical phonology of the Puroik varieties (2015). In combination with the reconstruction of the Proto-Western Kho-Bwa rhymes (Bodt 2019), this reconstruction of the Proto-Western Kho-Bwa onsets aims to fill an important gap in our knowledge.

The main body of the paper presents a concise overview of the 96 sound correspondences among the initials of the Western Kho-Bwa languages that have been newly identified: plosive onsets (§1 – §24); vocal onsets (§25 – §27); nasal onsets (§28 – §33); fricative onsets (§34 – §44); affricate onsets (§45 – §57); approximant onsets (§58 – §66) and sound correspondences in loans (§67 – §73). ‘Trivial’, or unambiguous correspondences, in which all varieties have the same or an easily derivable reflex, are presented first. More complex and unusual correspondences are provided after them. There are in total 282 reconstructions of inherited Western Kho-Bwa proto-forms presented in this paper. These reconstructions are based on the evidence from three or more of the attested Western Kho-Bwa varieties: at least one from either Khispi or Duhumbi, one from the Sartang varieties, and one from the Sherdukpen varieties, unless specifically mentioned otherwise. At the end of the paper, a separate section is devoted to sound correspondences in suspected loan lexemes, followed by a synopsis of the evidence presented in this paper.
The Kho-Bwa cluster. The first report mentioning that the two small Eastern Himalayan communities ‘Sulung’ and ‘Khoa’ speak mutually intelligible languages can be found in Stonor (1952). After a lapse in research caused by geopolitical tensions in the area that lasted three decades, Indian language officers published the first linguistic materials on Puroik (a.k.a. Sulung: Deuri 1982, Tayeng 1990) and Bugun (a.k.a. Khowa, Dondrup 1990), Sartang (a.k.a. Boot Monpa or Butpa, Dondrup 2004) and Sherdukpen (Dondrup 1988). At around the same time, Puroik data were published in China as part of the large-scale survey “Tibeto-Burman Phonology and Lexicon” (Sün 1991). Sun (1992, 1993) was the first to suggest that Puroik, Bugun, Sherdukpen and ‘Lishpa-Butpa’ (with data for Lishpa probably derived from the short wordlist in Das Gupta’s 1968 description of Central Monpa, i.e. Dirang Tshangla) might belong together as a coherent linguistic group.¹ This view was adopted by others, such as Rutgers (1999), although Blench and Post (2014) and Post and Burling (2017) expressed scepticism about Puroik being part of this proposed group of languages.²

Van Driem (2001) named this group “Kho-Bwa cluster”, after his proposed reconstructions for ‘water’ and ‘fire’. Although the current status of research favours the reconstructions *kwa ‘water’ and *baj ‘fire’, the name Kho-Bwa has already gained some currency and is not biased toward one language like ‘Bugunish’ (Sun 1993) or a region like ‘Kamengic’ (Blench and Post 2014, Post and Burling 2017). In addition, the first root in the name Kho-Bwa evidences the uncommon lexical innovation *kwa ‘water’ based on Proto-Puroik *kua (Lieberherr 2015), Proto-Western Kho-Bwa *kho (this paper) and attested Dikyang and Rama Bao Bugun kbo (own data and Lander-Portnøy 2013). The second root in the name Kho-Bwa evidences the rather distinct sound correspondence between onset *m- in the reconstructed root ‘fire’ for other Tibeto-Burman languages, *mej (Matisoff 2003), and onset b- in ‘fire’ for Proto-Puroik *baj (Lieberherr 2015), Proto-Western Kho-Bwa *baj (this paper) and attested Dikyang Bugun boe and Rama Bao Bugun baj (own data and Lander-Portnøy 2013). Both features characterise the languages of the Kho-Bwa cluster in respect to other languages of western Arunachal Pradesh and, indeed, in respect to many languages of the Tibeto-Burman language family as a whole.

The Western Kho-Bwa languages. Lieberherr & Bodt (2017) present evidence for an internal subgrouping of the Kho-Bwa languages in the Puroik varieties, the Bugun varieties, and the eight varieties spoken in the western part of the Kho-Bwa speech area, the Western Kho-Bwa languages. Although the Western Kho-Bwa languages form a distinct sub-group as opposed to both Bugun and Puroik, there is no evidence that Bugun and Puroik belong together as ‘Eastern’ Kho-Bwa. The eight Western Kho-Bwa varieties are spoken in the valleys of the Gongri and Tenga rivers that administratively belong to West Kameng district of the state of Arunachal Pradesh, India (Bodt 2014a, Bodt 2014b). Lieberherr & Bodt (2017) present further evidence that the Western Kho-Bwa languages can be sub-divided in two subgroups: Duhumbi (Duh.) and Khispi (Khs.), a.k.a. ‘Chugpa’ and ‘Lishpa’, and the ‘Sherdukpen’ (Shd.) varieties Rupa (Rup.) and Shergaon (She.) and the ‘Sartang’ (Sar.) varieties Khoina (Khn.), Jerigaon (Jer.), Khoitam (Kht.) and Rahung (Rah.). Sherdukpen and Sartang are considered as distinct ethno-linguistic groups based on historical, ethnological and socio-political arguments (Bodt 2014a, Bodt 2014b), but appear to form a dialect continuum based

¹ More recent publications, at the time unavailable to Sun, include the Puroik description from China by Li (2004), the Sherdukpen description by Jacquesson (2015), the Bugun phonology by Lander-Portnøy (2013) and the elicited wordlists of different varieties in the report by Abraham et al. (2018 [2005]).
² Nonetheless, all commonly consulted handbooks (Genetti 2016, Post & Burling 2017) and the online language encyclopaedias Ethnologue (Eberhard, Simons & Fennig 2019) and Glottolog (Hammarström et al. 2019) mention Kho-Bwa as a (potential) branch of Tibeto-Burman in western Arunachal Pradesh.
on linguistic criteria. The number of speakers merely ranges from 400 (Jerigaon) to 3,000 (Rupa) and all these varieties must be considered endangered.

![Figure 1. The Western Kho-Bwa varieties (4a: Rupa, 4b: Shergaon; 5a: Rahung, 5b: Khoitam, 5c: Jerigaon, 5d: Khoina; 6a: Duhumbi; 6b: Khispi) and neighboring languages (from Bodt 2014a).](image)

This paper primarily presents correspondences between Duhumbi and Khoitam. Duhumbi has most conservatively preserved rhymes. Khoitam is representative of the Sartang and Sherdukpen varieties, that have innovated in the rhymes. Khoitam has had less contact influence from Hrusish than Khoina and Jerigaon and less contact with Bodish and Tshangla than Rupa, Shergaon and Rahung. Wherever the Duhumbi or Khoitam evidence is absent or inconclusive, evidence from one of the other varieties is provided. Of particular significance

---

3 Contact languages in the western part (influencing mainly Khispi, Duhumbi, Rahung, Rupa and Sherdukpen and to a lesser extent Khoitam and Jerigaon) include Central Bodish Brokpa (Bro.), Chocangaca and Tibetan (Tib.), East Bodish Tawang Monpa (Mon.) and the Dirang variety of Tshangla (Tsh.D.). Contact languages in the eastern part affecting mainly Khoina and Jerigaon are the Hrusish languages Miji (Mij.) and Hruso Aka (Hru.). Linguistic influence of Bugun (Bug.) and Puroik (Pur.), which will be shown to be genetically related in a forthcoming paper, is negligible.
is the evidence provided by Khoina, the variety spoken in what is generally considered the Western Kho-Bwa ‘homeland’ (Bodt 2014b: 163, 166). Khoina evidences retention of archaic phonemes or unique phonological innovations that are not present in any of the other varieties. A forthcoming monograph on the reconstruction of Proto-Western Kho-Bwa will present the data from all the Western Kho-Bwa varieties.

The data. The Khispi, Duhumbi, Sartang and Sherdukpen data in this paper are all from own data, unless mentioned otherwise. These data were collected between March 2012 and November 2019, with the majority of data collected in May and June 2014, February 2015 and in October and November 2018. Initially, a 556-entry list of concepts was used to elicit the basic data (the “Basic Word List”, Bodt 2020). This wordlist contains items from the most commonly used elicitation wordlists, such as the 100 item Leipzig-Jakarta list (Haspelmath & Tadmor 2009) and the 100-item Swadesh list (Swadesh 1971: 283), but also includes many additional concepts. Examples of these additional concepts are names of flora and fauna characteristic to the region, agricultural crops and culturally significant vocabulary. As far as was feasible under field conditions, the complete elicitation sessions were recorded, and additionally, all wordlists were triple recorded with two speakers for each variety, one male and one female.

The wordlist had been translated into Romanised Hindi and those items for which no reasonable Hindi equivalents could be found had been translated into Tshangla. Tshangla has for long been a lingua franca in the area. Especially the older generation (50 years and above) in Lish, Chug, Rahung, Khoitam, Rupa and Shergaon still has a reasonable to good command of the language. Proficiency in Tshangla is much less among the younger generation in these villages, and absent to poor in all age groups in Khoina and Jerigaon. In addition, a Duhumbi speaker fluent in Sherdukpen came along during the fieldwork in the Sherdukpen and Sartang villages. Communication with this speaker was in Duhumbi, Tibetan, Tshangla and Hindi. Hence, the choice of language in which the data were elicited greatly depended on the background of the respondent.

In addition to the 556-item wordlist, further concepts and short phrases were elicited and recorded from one speaker in Khoitam, Rahung, Rupa and Khispi. The additional concepts elicited in Khoitam and Rahung were based on Dondrup (2004), which had been compared to the lexicon of Duhumbi to find potential cognates. The additional concepts elicited in Rupa were based on Dondrup (1988) and Jacquesson (2015), which had similarly been compared to the lexicon of Duhumbi to find potential cognates. Additional concepts were elicited in Khispi based on the lexicon of Duhumbi.

After the initial analysis described below, missing concepts in the respective varieties were elicited and recorded from a single speaker of each variety and included in the subsequent stages of manual and automated analysis.

Comparative data are provided for attested and reconstructed languages from various sources. These include: Middle and Old Chinese (Chi.) from Baxter & Sagart (2014)\textsuperscript{4}, Mizo (Miz., Lushai) from Lorrain (1940), Proto-Bodo-Garo (PBG) from Joseph & Burling (2006), Proto-Puroik (PP) from Lieberherr (2015, 2017), Lashi (Las.) from Hill (2019), and Tshangla (Tsh.), Bugun (Bug.), Brokpa (Bro.) and Tawang Monpa (Mon.) from own fieldwork.

\textsuperscript{4} Several reviewers pointed out the daring nature of many of the correspondences with Chinese. I certainly do appreciate their concerns and reservations and have removed several of the more tentative correspondences, for which evidence remains weak. All remaining correspondences with the Middle and Old Chinese forms should be interpreted as possible cognates pending further research into possible regular sound correspondences and the phylogenetic relationships within the language family.
Tibetan (Tib.) forms are from various sources, including Jäschke (1992 [1881]), Hill (2019) and Zhāng (1993). The sources for other, incidental, comparative data are mentioned with the form.

**The methodology.** Initially, in a manual analysis, potential cognates were identified, and the sound correspondences were set up. In addition, the data set was converted to a spreadsheet with standardised notations and normalised to a level where it could be automatically processed with the help of the software tools provided by the LingPy Python package (List et al. 2018), post-edited and corrected with help of the web-based EDICTOR tool (List 2017), and used for computer-assisted language comparison following the work flow for the reconstruction of Proto-Burmish (Hill & List 2017). Depending on the variety, the initial data set was missing between 5% and 34% of the concepts. Based on this data set, we then automatically detected cognates and regular sound correspondences (List 2019) which were manually adjusted. In addition, we used this data set to make predictions for the values of the missing concepts. This experiment was registered online (Bodt, Hill & List 2018) and described in a publication (Bodt & List 2019), and after elicitation of the missing concepts, the results were presented at an international conference and are currently in preparation for publication.

The number of individual cognate sets attesting to each sound correspondence is robust for most of the sound correspondences described here, i.e. three or more. Wherever there are fewer than three examples of a presumed sound correspondence, this is specifically mentioned. The minor sound correspondences are nonetheless thought to be valid and their specific mention here may facilitate uncovering further cognate sets that attest to them.

This paper does not discuss the actual process of elicitation, cognate identification or setting up sound correspondences, but rather focuses on the results themselves. Elicitation is complicated by factors such as contact language bias and diverse levels of linguistic proficiency of respondents. Cognate identification in multilingual environments needs to consider a wide range of methodological issues, such as multiple layers of substrate and superstrate linguistic varieties; language contact, multidirectional borrowing and loans\(^5\); semantic chances; multimorphemic roots with distinct reflexes in descendant varieties; lexical and grammatical suffixes; lexical compounding; and multiple roots expressing closely related concepts. A paper discussing several of these methodological issues in elicitation and cognate identification using examples from the reconstruction of Proto-Western Kho-Bwa is in preparation. The complete cognate sets, with the reflexes in all individual varieties in this paper and the corresponding sound files, when available, can be found in the supplementary material on the Open Access website Zenodo (Bodt 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d).

**Notational conventions.** In this paper, cognate sets deriving from reconstructed palatalised and labialised onsets are treated on par with simple onsets when these onsets have only resulted in divergent rhyme reflexes. Reconstructed palatalised and labialised onsets and

---

\(^5\) Two of the anonymous reviewers expressed the opinion that several of the reconstructed Proto-Western Kho-Bwa roots and their attested descendent forms are Bodish (Tibetan) loans. However, the existence of cognates in Tibetan does not necessarily indicate that these are loans *from* Tibetan. Although Khispi, Duhumbi, Rahung, Khoitam, Rupa and Shergaon have, indeed, witnessed prolonged language contact with Bodish languages such as Brokpa, Central Tibetan and Tawang Monpa, such contact was much less in Khoina and Jerigao. The Western Kho-Bwa linguistic history described in Bodt (2014b) indicates an early (Old-, Pre- or Proto-?) Bodish contribution to Western Kho-Bwa before the subsequent split in the descendent varieties. Having participated in the Western Kho-Bwa sound changes, these forms with Bodish cognates display regular phonological correspondences, indicating they form part of the inherited Proto-Western Kho-Bwa vocabulary. They may, in fact, form an important criterion for sub-classification of the Kho-Bwa languages, as they most likely lack in the other Kho-Bwa languages, Bugun and Puroik.
rhotic onset clusters are only mentioned separately in case they result in divergent onset reflexes. Every cognate set has a reference to the relevant rhyme correspondence in the paper on Western Kho-Bwa rhymes (Botd 2019). The evidence is generally presented in the following format:

§#. Duhumbi onset, Khoitam onset, other relevant onsets. Duhumbi form < *reconstructed Proto-Western Kho-Bwa form ‘English gloss’, Khoitam form, other relevant Sartang and Sherdukpen forms, other relevant comparative forms (§# rhyme correspondence)

All forms in italics are attested forms from Western Kho-Bwa languages in IPA notation. English glosses are provided between single quotation marks (‘’). The symbol (‘) indicates that the form before the symbol (usually an attested form) is proposed to derive from the form following the symbol (usually a reconstructed form). A question mark (?) before a reconstructed form either indicates that this reconstruction is tentative, or that it is the reconstruction of a form that was borrowed from a contact language. A single dagger (†) refers to a not (yet) attested but hypothesised form, presented between brackets [ ] when different from an attested form. An asterisk (*) precedes a reconstructed proto-form in Proto-Western Kho-Bwa or in another reconstructed proto-language. A tilde (~) indicates variant forms such as allophones or allomorphs. A period (.) separates morphemes in a single word, in which single phonemes that are thought to derive from reconstructed syllables with grammatical function (e.g. phonetically reduced prefixes in the Sartang and Sherdukpen varieties, such as ə from *sla. ‘animal prefix’) are treated as separate morphemes rather than as part of the onset. The short, glottal constricted, creaky voiced and rising pitch open vowels in the contemporary Western Kho-Bwa varieties are transcribed with a superscript glottal stop following the vowel [v̞], although they would more accurately be transcribed as [v̞̞]. These short vowels contrast with their long, breathy voiced, level pitch counterparts, which are represented in the Sartang and Sherdukpen varieties with [vː] although they would more accurately be transcribed as [v̞ː]̞. Additional transcription symbols found in Chinese reconstructions are (‘) indicating type A syllables and (’) indicating pre-glottalised onsets. In Burmese and Tibetan transcriptions, the velar nasal is indicated by (n), the palatal nasal by (ñ), the unvoiced and voiced palatal fricatives by (ʃ, ʒ) and level tone in Burmese by a macron (˘) above the vowel.

The Sherdukpen varieties Rupa and Shergaon have distinctive postalveolar affricates [ʧ], [ʤ] and [dz] but no distinctive postalveolar [ʃ], [ʒ] or palatal fricatives [ɕ, z]. A distinction between the postalveolar affricates and alveolar affricates [ʦ], [ʦʰ] and [ʣ] is only maintained among older speakers, with younger speakers merging the alveolar affricates with the postalveolar affricates. Similarly, only older Rupa Sherdukpen speakers maintain distinctive palatal stops [cʰ] and [j], whereas these have again merged with the postalveolar affricates in Shergaon and among the younger Rupa speakers.6 Khispi and Duhumbi have distinctive palatal fricatives [ɕ] and [z] and palatal affricates [ʨ], [ʨʰ] and [ʣ]. None of the varieties maintains a distinction between postalveolar and palatal affricates and the exact phonetic value of the affricates in the proto-language is unknown. Hence, the affricates have been reconstructed as *ʦ, *ʦʰ and *ʣ for the alveolar series and *ɕ, *ɕʰ and *j for the postalveolar or palatal series. No such notational convention had to be assumed for the palatal fricatives, even though these vary between [ʃ] and [ʒ] in Khoitam and [ɕ] and [z] in Duhumbi and Khispi, because there is

---

6 I.e. in Rupa, the oldest generation of speakers maintains a phonemic distinction between f- and k-, ɣ- and kʰ-,

γ- and eː-, dʃ- and dʃ- and dʃ- and ḟ-, and ḟ- and j-, whereas in the younger generation k- and g- have merged to ɣ-,

kʰ- and kʰ- and kʰ- and kʰ- have merged to kʰ- and j- and dʃ- (and often dʃ- has merged to dʃ- (as in most other Sartang and Sherdukpen varieties except Khoitam). As this is an ongoing phonological process with varying actual realisations as well as significance for the reconstructions, the notation (~) was used (e.g. ḋak ~ ḍak).
hitherto no evidence that these palatal fricatives existed in the proto-language. In the IPA notation, palatal fricatives are transcribed uniformly as [ɕ] and [ʑ], even for Khoina. Similarly, despite the fact that some varieties have postalveolar rather than palatal affricates, the IPA transcription used in this paper uniformly uses palatal affricates [ʨ], [ʨʰ] and [ʨʰ].

The Sartang and Sherdukpen nasalised vowels are the result of the loss of nasal codas and these nasal codas can invariable be reconstructed as /ŋ, n, m/ on the basis of the retained codas in Khispì and Duhumbì. Some speakers may still realise the nasal coda, whereas others may realise them solely as nasalisation of the preceding vowel. The realisation of the final nasal is not relevant for the reconstruction because the nasalisation of the vowel is sufficient evidence, hence, this variation in realisation is not reflected in the notation (e.g. tʰɨŋ not tʰiː). In those lexemes where the nasal is lost among all speakers, only nasalisation of the vowel is reflected in the notation (e.g. tʰiː not tʰiːn).

Detailed phonological descriptions of the Western Kho-Bwa varieties will be provided in a forthcoming monograph on the reconstruction of Proto-Western Kho-Bwa.

2. PLOSIVE ONSETS

Voiced plosive onsets in Duhumbì correspond to voiced plosive onsets in Khoitam. Aspirated plosive onsets in Duhumbì correspond to aspirated plosive onsets in Khoitam. All Western Kho-Bwa languages show a marked paucity of the nonetheless distinctive voiceless, unaspirated plosives, especially p- and k-. In many cases, voiceless, unaspirated plosives appear to derive from labialised or palatalised voiceless unaspirated onsets or from rhotic onset clusters of voiceless, unaspirated plosives. Presumably, the Western Kho-Bwa languages have regularly aspirated the simple voiceless, unaspirated onsets in most phonotactic environments.

2.1. TRIVIAL CORRESPONDENCES

There are eight correspondences in which all varieties have the same reflex. The main absent correspondence is that of the voiceless bilabial plosive p-.

§1. Duh. g-, Kht. g-. Voiced velar stops in Duhumbì regularly correspond to voiced velar stops in Khoitam, but the number of attesting cognate sets is very small. Whereas lexemes starting with onset g- are not rare in the contemporary Western Kho-Bwa languages, many of these lexemes appear to be borrowed. Those that are inherited can be shown to derive from onsets such as *gr- (§10), *grʲ- (§51a) or *gʲ- (§68) or occur as prefix (such as in ‘boil (n)’ in §69a and ‘sweet buckwheat’ in §45). Finally, inherited attestations of onset g- in some Western Kho-Bwa varieties often lack cognates in all the Western Kho-Bwa varieties. An example is the lexeme giː ‘pull (at something in a fixed position)’, which, though attested in the Sartang and Sherdukpen varieties, does not have a cognate form in Khispì and Duhumbì. The reason for this relative paucity of onset g- remains to be explained.

Duh. gɔŋ < *goŋ ‘fence’, Kht. guŋ (§39)
Duh. gip < *gip ‘fold (clothes)’, Kht. gɔp (§21a)

Characteristic for the Kho-Bwa languages is the correspondence of velar plosive onsets with velar nasal onsets in other Tibeto-Burman varieties, see also §4 and §7, in particular with Type A onsets in Old Chinese. Although this is a striking feature of the Kho-Bwa languages, it is beyond the scope of this paper and will be dealt with in a subsequent publication.

§2. Duh. d-, Kht. d-. Voiced dental stops in Duhumbi regularly correspond to voiced dental stops in Khoitam.

Duh. *dem < *dan ‘know’, Kht. den, Tib. dran.pa ‘remember’ (§41)
Duh. *pa < *pa ‘negative prefix’, Kht. pa, Tsh. ma, Bur. ma, Chi. 無 mju < *ma ‘not have’ (§31)

* §2. This is a compound of the expected inherited form *bɛn and the agent nominaliser -kʰan (cf. Tibetan -mkhan, Tshangla -kʰen) with assimilation of the coda to the velar onset of suffix. Palatalisation of the onset before rhymes -ɛŋ and -ɛŋ in Duhumbi is regular. A location on a lower plane and usually visible from the point of speaking. Unlike other cognate sets of the palatalised onset *bʲ- (§38a), the onset reflexes are all simple b- here, which could be attributed to the open rhyme, see also the example of ‘ground level’ in §4.
§4. Duh. kʰ-, Kht. kʰ-. Aspirated velar stops in Duhumbi regularly correspond to aspirated velar stops in Khoitam.

Duh. kʰar< *kʰar ‘call for’, Kht. kʰan, Chi. 卜; 諟; 諟 xjwon < *qʷʰar ‘clamour, shout’ (§66)

Duh. kʰaw < *kʰo11 ‘water’, Kht. kʰoː, Mon. kʰou ‘snow’, Tib. kʰoː ‘broth, soup; semen; liquid’, Khaling ku ‘water’ (Jacques et al. 2015) (§69)


Duh. kʰɛ< *kʰa ‘ground level13’, Kht. kʰuː, Khs. kʰa14 (§32)

Duh. kʰɔk< *kʰa13 ‘nest; hive; womb’, Kht. kʰa, Tsh. -ka, Chi.乎 hu< *ɢˤa ‘in, at’ (§35)

Duh. kʰuŋ< *kʰuŋ ‘ascend’, Kht. kʰyŋ, Khaling kʰoŋ ‘come (upwards)’ (Jacques et al. 2015) (§40)

Duh. kʰis< *kʰi ‘hang around the neck’, Kht. kʰik, Kiranti *k[ɪe]k ‘tie’ (Jacques 2017), Chi.係 kejH< *kˤek-s ‘tie (v.)’ or系 hejH< *[m]-kˤek-s ‘bind (v.)’ (§63)

Khs. kʰie ‘to turn back, to return17 < *(la.)kʰiw ‘backwards’, Kht. lə.kʰe: (§63b)

Again, characteristic for the Kho-Bwa languages is the correspondence of velar plosive onsets with velar nasal onsets in other Tibeto-Burman varieties (cf. §1 and §7), particularly with Type A onsets in Old Chinese.

Duh. kʰa< *kʰa ‘five’, Kht. kʰuː, Tib. lña, Bur. nāh, Chi.五 nguX< *C.ŋˤaʔ (§24)

Duh. kʰam< *kʰam ‘be hungry’, Kht. kʰaŋ, Tib. skom.pa ‘be thirsty’ < skam.pa ‘be dry’, Chi.食 ngaH< *ŋaj-s ‘be hungry’ (§54)

---

10 The Duhumbi rhyme reflex -ar, not -er is unexpected and may be attributed to a labialised velar onset or a uvular onset, rather than a simple velar onset, although this would have resulted in the Khoitam rhyme reflex -ɔː: (§70).
11 May be < *kʰwa.
12 The deaspiration of the onset is conditioned by the unvoiced unaspirated prefix.
13 As in, the bottom or ground level at a certain location.
14 Unlike other cognate sets with reflexes of palatalised onset *kʰiː (§50), perhaps the open rhyme here prevents affrication of the onset, see also the example of ‘down’ in §3.
15 In Bodt (2019) initially reconstructed as *kʰwap and assigned to rhyme correspondence §17.
16 Khoitam has unexpected reflex -gy’, not expected -i-kʰy’.
17 Duhumbi has loan dap ‘return; repeat; turn back’, cf. Tawang Monpa dap ‘again; repeat’.
§5. *Duh. tʰ-, Kht. tʰ-. Aspirated dental stops in Duhumbi regularly correspond to aspirated dental stops in Khoitam.

- Duh. *tʰak ‘rope’, Kht. tʰak, Tib. thag.pa (§1)
- Duh. kʰu.tʰuŋ < *kʰa.tʰuŋ ‘ear’, Kht. kʰ.tʰuŋ (§40)
- Duh. a.tʰa.tʰ ‘thick’, Kht. a.tʰa.tʰ, Chi. tʰˤə[n] (§6)
- Duh. *tʰok ‘barley’, Kht. pʰuk (§4)
- Duh. *tʰus ‘sow’, Kht. pʰus (§65)
- Duh. *tʰow ‘spread out to dry’, Kht. pʰow (§69b)

The following cognate set and the comparative evidence from Chinese indicates that the correspondence between Western Kho-Bwa bilabial stops and other Tibeto-Burman bilabial nasals is not just limited to the voiced bilabials *b- < *m- (§3), and may, at least in some cases, derive from an onset *s-m- and be related to Type A syllable initials in Old Chinese, cf. also the footnote with correspondence §32.

Duh. *pʰam < *pʰam ‘lose, be defeated’, Kht. pʰuŋ, Tib. hpham.pa ‘(be) defeat(ed), lose, fail’, Chi. sangH < *s-mˤaŋ-s ‘lose; destroy’ (§54)

18 The nasal coda of the prefix in this lexeme may condition the variation in aspiration in the Duhumbi, Rupa and Shergaon reflexes.
19 Palatalisation of the onset before rhymes -ɛk and -ɛŋ in Duhumbi is regular.
20 Both the Duhumbi unaspirated onset and the rhyme reflex are unexpected. The expected onset and vowel have, however, been preserved in the lexeme tʰup.liŋ ‘bangle, bracelet’, indicating the rhyme may have been a complex cluster *-ups, i.e. *tʰups ‘wear (a bracelet)’. The unexpected Shergaon reflex tʰik not expected *tʰit also favours the complex rhyme.
21 This refers to picking small amounts of grains from a full hand or bag and broadcast sowing those seeds in the field.
§7. Duh. k-, Kht. k-. There are only limited attestations of voiceless, unaspirated stop k- in the Western Kho-Bwa varieties.

Duh. kɔ < *kaw ‘door’, Kht. kɔ;<, Tib. sgo, Chi.  kes huX < *m-q’a? (§69a)

Again, characteristic for the Kho-Bwa languages may be the correspondence of simple velar plosive onsets with velar nasal onsets in other Tibeto-Burman varieties, in particular with those with Type A onsets in Old Chinese, cf. also §1 and §4.

Duh. ‘ma.ku22 < *ma.k’a ‘forehead’, Kht. mə.kɔ:, Rup. ma.kaw, Tib.  ho ‘face, countenance’ (§30)

Duh. kaʔ < *kaʔ ‘bite’, Kht. kuʔ, Tsh.  ngae < *m-qˤaʔa ‘tooth’, also Kiranti *k[r]at (Jacques 2017), Khaling ka ‘eat (hard things)’ (Jacques et al. 2015) (§25)

§8. Duh. t-, Kht. t-. For unvoiced dental plosive onset t- a regular correspondence pattern is better attested than for the other voiceless, unaspirated plosive onsets. In some cases, Khoina has aspirated onsets where the other varieties have unaspirated onsets.

Duh. tɔm < *tum ‘year’, Kht.  tʊŋ, Mon.  tɔm rit (§47)

Duh. taŋ.kɔŋ < *taŋ.kɔŋ ‘marten’, Kht. taŋ.kuŋ, Khn. tʰaŋ.kʰuŋ (§39)

Duh. tej < *tej ‘sing’, Kht. teʔ (§67a)

Duh. bi.s.tay4 ‘tribal’ < *sa.taŋ ‘Puroik’, Kht. s.tay (§36)

Duh. sam.tu < *sa.tup ‘rat’, Kht. s.tɔp, Khn. tʰɔp (§23)

Duh. eip.ta26 < *sa.taʔ ‘horse’, Kht. s.tuʔ, Tib. rta (§25)


§9. Duh. p-, Kht. p-. There are no convincing cognate sets of the simple onset p-, although a proto-phoneme *p- has been reconstructed, cf. correspondence set §21a.

2.2. FATE OF RHOTIC ONSET CLUSTERS

Onset clusters of a velar plosive and rhotic medial are simplified in Duhumbi, Khispi and the Sherdukpen varieties, but become affricates in the Sartang varieties.

§10. Duh. g-, Kht. dz-. In a cognate set distinct from §1 (Duh. g-, Kht. g-), simple velar stops in Duhumbi correspond to simple velar stops in Rupa and Shergaon but palatal affricate

---

22 Duhumbi has Tshangla loan pa.tŋ.
23 The Khoina aspirated onsets are unexpected.
24 The Duhumbi reflex includes the ‘human being prefix’ (§17a).
25 The Khoina aspirated onset is unexpected.
26 The unexpected prefix is under influence of the honorific Tibetan term chibs.rta ‘riding horse’, i.e. *sa.taʔ > *ca.taʔ > eip.taʔ.
27 The divergent rhyme reflexes and the good comparative evidence indicate, however, that this suffix is most likely a loan.
onsets in Khoitam and the other Sartang varieties, except Khoina which has reflex
affricates. I propose that this correspondence reflects earlier velar plosive and rhotic medial
onset clusters *Kr-. This correspondence is best attested for aspirated and unvoiced onsets
(§11, §11a, §11b), but also holds for voiced onsets.

Duh. get < *grat ‘break’, Kht. ḏɛʔ, Khs. get, Khn. ḏɛʔ, Rup. gat (§6)

§11. Duh. kʰ-, Kht. ḏʰ-. In a correspondence comparable to §10, simple aspirated velar stops
in Duhumbi often correspond to simple aspirated velar stops in Rupa and Shergaon but
aspirated palatal affricate onsets in Khoitam and the other Sartang varieties, except Khoina
which has aspirated reflex affricates.

Duh. kʰi̯p < *kʰrep ‘cave’, Kht. ḏʰeʔ, Khn. tʰeʔ, Rup. kʰeʔ, Khasi krem (§21)

Duh. kʰi̯p < *kʰrep ‘cry’, Kht. ḏʰeʔ, Khn. tʰeʔ, Rup. kʰeʔ, Tib. khrab.khrab < *krəp ‘a
person prone to weep’ (Hill 2019: 219), Chi. ꚭ khip < *kʰ-rəp (§21)

Duh. kʰʔi < *kʰrij ‘cane’, Kht. ḏʰʔi, Khn. tʰʔi, Rup. kʰʔi, Tib. ḏkhrisi nhu, Chi. 維 ywij <
*ɕwip ‘rope for tying’ (Baxter and Sagart 2014)

Duh. kʰe̯ŋ < *kʰreŋ ‘horn’, Kht. ḏʰeŋ, Khn. tʰeŋ, Rup. kʰeŋ, Tib. ru ‘horn’ and gru
‘corner’, WBur. ḏkhuvi, Chi. 㯅 kwaeng < *[kʰ]eŋ ‘drinking horn’ (Hill 2019:
40) (§37)

Duh. kʰi̯ŋ < *kʰrim ‘stand up’, Kht. ḏʰi, Khn. tʰi, Rup. kʰi, Tib. hgrima ṭu ‘wander,
stroll’, Chi. 興 xing < *q̪(r)əŋ ‘lift, rise’ (§55)

Duh. kʰik < *kʰrit ‘twist (udder, cane)’, Kht. ḏʰi, Khn. tʰi, Rup. kʰe, She. kʰri (§30),
Tib. ḏkhriba ‘heart, roll, twist’ (§12)

§11a. Duh. kʰ-, Kht. k-, Khn. tʰ-. There are a few cognate sets in which Duhumbi kʰ-
corresponds to Khoina tʰ-, Jerigaon onset h- and onset kʰ31 in Khoitam and the other
varieties. Because of the similarity with correspondence §11, I propose to reconstruct onset
*kr-.32

Duh. ea.kʰen < *sʰa.kran ‘wild boar’, Kht. s.kan, Khn s.tʰen, Rup. s.kan, Jer. s.en33,
Chi. 豬 ken < *[kʰ]e[n] ‘pig or boar 3 years old’ (§41)

Duh. (ʣaŋ) ei.kʰi < *sʰa.kri ‘barking deer’, Kht. s.ki, Khn. s.tʰi, Jer. s.i.35 (§26)

---

28 According to an anonymous referee, Chi. 維 ywij < *ɕwip (ʔ < *ɕu) ‘rope for tying’ (Baxter and Sagart 2014)
is an alternative writing of 唯 ywij < *ɕi ‘copula’; namely’ and primarily a verb meaning ‘tie’, rendering this
comparison obsolete, see also Hill (2019: 134, fn. 45).
29 Palatalisation of the onset before rhymes -i̯k and -i̯j in Duhumbi is regular.
30 Why Shergaon has preserved the rhotic onsets is unexplained and may attest to a later Bodish loan in this
variety, cf. also §69b.
31 The Khoitam and other Sartang and Sherdukpen preservation of the velar onset instead of lenition (affrication,
spirantisation and debuccalisation along *kr- > *kʰ- > *x- > h-) as in Khoina and Jerigaon may be attributed to
the unvoiced prefix.
32 The comparative evidence from Chinese suggests cognacy with a type A syllable onset *kʰ-.
33 With intermediate form *s.hrn.
34 The deaspiration of the onset (expected is ʰea.kʰi, but cf. the chance cognate Tibetan ʰa.kʰi ‘hunting dog’) may
be attributed to the high open vowel, with subsequent vowel harmony between prefix and root.
35 With intermediate form *s.hi.
Then transcribed as voiced velar stop /g/ in the first Anglo-American descriptions in the mid-20th century where the Bugun were called Bugun, instead of by their exonym Khowa.


Duh. *di* < *zri* ‘roast’, Kht. *riː*, Chi. 焦 *tsjew* < *S.tew* ‘burn, scorch’ (§26)

Duh. *dɔŋ* < *zroŋ* ‘cook’, Rah. *ruŋ*, Chi. 定 *tʰeŋ-ʔ* ‘ready-cooked (food)’ (§39)


§14. Duh. *b*-; Kht. *bl*-; Finally, another source of Duhumbi onset *b-* can be found in the correspondence between clusters of voiced bilabial plosives and lateral medials in Khoitam and the other Sartang and Shergaon varieties and simple voiced bilabial onsets in Duhumbi and Khispi, with rhotic onset clusters in Rahung. I propose that this correspondence derives from onset clusters of bilabial plosives and rhotic medials *pr* (§16, §19a, §19b) and *br* (§14, §14a). The reason for reconstructing these onsets, despite the more common reflexes of these onsets as onset clusters of a bilabial plosive and a lateral medial in the contemporary Sartang and Sherdukpen varieties, is that there is no evidence for other onset clusters of a plosive onset and a lateral medial, such as †*kl*-, †*kʰl*- or †*gl*-. There is, however, ample evidence for onset clusters of a plosive onset and a rhotic medial, such as *kr* (§11a, §11b), *kʰr* (§11) and *gr* (§10).

In addition, the modern Western Kho-Bwa languages have a paucity of attestations of onset clusters of a bilabial plosive and a rhotic medial, and most of these attestations may be Bodish loans. Examples include Duhumbi *bru* ‘grain’, Khoitam *bɹɔː* ‘testicle’ and Rupa and Shergaon *lak a.bryː* ‘testicle’, but Khispi *bu* ‘grain’ and Rahung and Khoina *lak a.byː*, perhaps all derived from Tibetan ḡbru ‘seed, grain, kernel’.

Nonetheless, the comparative evidence for a number of correspondence sets strongly points towards lateral rather than rhotic onset clusters: §13 *zl*- not *zr*-; §14 *bl*- not *br*; §15 *pʰl*- not *pʰr*-; §16 *pl*- not *pr*; §19 *pʰl*- not *pʰr*- before /i/; §19a *pl*- not *pr*- before /i/; §19b *bl*- not *br*- before /i/. This is a matter of future investigation.


---

41 As pointed out by one of the anonymous referees, Burmese *r*- is the result of lenition as in Tangut (Jacques 2014a: 132-133).

42 In adjectives, Duhumbi (and some other varieties) has regularly lost the nominalising suffix that is reconstructed to *-da*. However, Duhumbi preserves this suffix in most adverbs. Cf. also the Khispi reflex ɔ.bej.da ‘sweet’.

43 Also, like related is Duhumbi nam.la ‘month’: how these two attested forms are etymologically and phonologically derived from a single proto-form is, however, unclear.
§14a. The voicing of the Duh. reflex in the following possible correspondence (p- not b- as expected of §14) is unexpected but may be phonotactic conditioning by the voiceless coda (*brat.da > *bat.da > pat.da).

Duh. pat ‘do work’ < *brat ‘work’, Khn. blet, Rup. blat, OTib. rje.blas ‘Frondienst’ and myi.blas (§14)

§15. Duh. pʰ-, Kht. pʰl-, Rah. pʰr-.. Unlike §6 (Duh. pʰ-, Kht. pʰ-), but similar to §14 (Duh. b-, Kht. bl-), clusters of aspirated bilabial plosives and lateral medials in Khoitam and the other Sartang and Sherdukpen varieties correspond to simple aspirated bilabial onsets in Duhumbi, with rhotic onset clusters in Rahung.

Duh. pʰa < *pʰra ‘axe’, Kht. pʰlu:, Rah. pʰru:, Chi. བར་ བྲུ བྲུ (§24)


Khs. gan.dai pʰak < *pʰrak ‘forget’<, Kht. pʰlak, Rah. pʰrak, Tib. brjed < *mrjed < *mrjed ‘forget’, Tamang (Font ler,pa (Hill 2019: 29) (§1)

Duh. pʰas < *pʰras ‘gift’, Kht. pʰɔːʔ, Rah. pʰroʔ (§62)

§16. Duh. pʰ-, Kht. pʰl-, Rah. pʰ-. Unlike §6 (Duh. pʰ-, Kht. pʰ-), but similar to §14 (Duh. b-, Kht. bl-) and §15 (Duh. pʰ-, Kht. pʰl-, Rah. pʰr-), a cluster of an aspirated bilabial plosive and lateral medial in Khoitam, Jerigaon and Khoina corresponds to a simple aspirated bilabial onset in Duhumbi, Khispi, Rahung, Rupa and Shergaon in a single cognate set. Because this correspondence cannot derive from *br- (§14 or §14a) or *pʰr- (§15), and in absence of a cognate set that would require reconstruction of onset *pr- except those preceding high vowel /i/ (§19a, §19b), I propose this correspondence derives from onset *pr-.

Duh. le.pʰa < *laj.pra ‘thigh’, Kht. la.pʰlu:, Rah. la.pʰru:, Tib. brsla (§24)

2.3. DISTINCT REFLEXES BEFORE /i/

There are several cognate sets where, when preceding a high vowel /i/ or vowel sequence /ij/ or /aj/, the onset reflexes are distinct from the regular reflexes for the onset.

§17. Duh. b-, Kht. z-. The correspondence between Duhumbi onset b- and Khoitam onset z-, not expected onset b- (§3), is regular when preceding the high front vowel i. The comparative evidence indicates that, like with other sets of Proto-Western Kho-Bwa onset *b- (§3), this correspondence set also derives from *m-, via *b- > z-.

---

44 Duhumbi and Khispi have lexical compound / serial verb construction rhat-ba-jon ‘think good-NEG-feel like’ for ‘hate’. Curious is the Duhumbi near-homophonous lexeme bijnɔŋ ‘adolescent boy’.

45 Cf. root *ŋaʔ ‘language’ in §30.

46 One of the anonymous reviewers pointed out a possible cognate of the Duhumbi form in Tibetan byed.pa ‘do’, Japhug pa ‘do’ (Jacques 2016), also because of the irregular rhyme correspondence. However, the Duhumbi onset merely has unexpected voicing. A Tibetan onset by- would more likely correspond to Duhumbi onset c-, cf. §38a. Ultimately, however, byed, *brat, *blas may all be etymologically related forms.


48 For the distinction between rje.blas and myi.blas, see Takeuchi (1995: 266-267).

49 Duhumbi has loan grandka yat ‘to forget’, cf. Dirang Tshangla grandka yat ‘to forget’, Bhutan Tshangla yat ‘to forget’. 
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Duh. biŋ < *biŋ ‘flatten (dough)’, Kht. ziŋ (§38)

Duh. bis < *bis ‘be numb (of limbs)’, Kht. zik (§63)


§17a. Duh. b-, Kht. dz-. There is a small set of homophonous correspondences of Duhumbi onset b- where Khoitam has onset dz-, but only before open rhymes with high front vowel -i. This correspondence set contrasts with §17 (Duh. b-, Kht. z- before high vowel /i/). The Rupa reflex is dz- in older speakers and dz- in younger speakers.

Duh. bi < *bi ‘other (person)’, Kht. dzi-, Rup. dzi: ~ dzi; Tib. mi < OTib. myi (Zhang 1992: 2128) ‘person’, Mon. be ‘he, she’, Tsh. mi ‘person’ and i.bi ‘who’, Chi. nyin < *ni[n] ‘(other) person’ (§26)

Duh. -bi < *-bi ‘reflexive marker’51, Kht. -dzi-, Rup. -dzi: ~ -dzi: (§26)

Duh. -bi < *-bi ‘people of -suffix’52, Kht. -dzi-, Rup. -dzi: ~ -dzi: (§26)

Duh. bi- < *bi- ‘human being prefix’, Kht. dzi:-, Rup. dzi:- ~ dzi:- (§26)

§18. Duh. kʰ-, Kht. te-kʰ-. Like with the reflexes of onset *bi- (§17a), the Duhumbi simple onset kʰ- can also derive from onset *kʰi-, but only when preceding a high vowel /i/ or vowel rhyme /iy/ or /aj/. The Sartang and Sherdukpen varieties have the expected affricate reflexes (cf. §50), with the Rupa reflex a palatal stop in older speakers, and a palatal affricate in younger speakers. In all other phonotactic conditions, the Duhumbi and Khispi reflex is also an affricate (§50).

Duh. kʰi < *kʰi ‘borrow’, Kht. tei:, Khn. tei:, Rup. ciː: ~ teiː:, Tib. skyi.ba, Tsh. tei, OBur. khiy (§26)

Duh. h.ə.ki33 < *pʰwa.kʰoj ‘chicken’, Kht. pʰ.təː:, Khn. bə.teː:, Rup. bə.ʃaː: ~ bə.ʃaː, Bur. krak, Chi. ɕi kej < *kʰe ‘fowl, chicken’ (§33a)

§19. Duh. pe-, Kht. pʰl-. The rare Duhumbi onset cluster pe- occurs only before high vowel /i/ and corresponds to Khoitam onset cluster pʰl- in all other Sartang and Sherdukpen varieties including Rahung, which contrasts with the reflexes of the cluster preceding other rhymes (§15).

Duh. pet < *pʰri ‘needle’, Kht. pʰliː:, Rah. pʰliː: (§26)

§19a. Duh. pe-, Kht. pʰ-. Duhumbi onset cluster pe- corresponds to Sartang and Sherdukpen simple onset pʰ when deriving from onset cluster *pr- and preceding high vowel rhymes, contrasting with the outcomes of the same cluster when preceding other rhymes (§16).

---

50 Duhumbi also has the verb min ‘sleep’, which seems to be etymologically related to bin ‘ripen; ferment’. A proto-form *s.min ‘put to sleep; put / keep to ferment’ may have been a causative form of a proto-form *m/min ‘sleep’ (§32c). The fact that both ‘wake up from sleep’ and ‘be fermented, be ready with fermentation (of alcohol or fermenting soybeans)’ is expressed in Duhumbi as jiow (see §60 *jow) is additional evidence for the close etymological relation of these forms.

51 Used with personal pronouns, e.g. Duhumbi naŋ.bi ‘you yourself’.

52 Similar to the Tibetan -pa ‘people of’ suffix, e.g. Duhumbi duhum.bi ‘people of Duhum (village)’, Tibetan phyug.pa ‘people of Chug (village)’, also ‘rich people’.

53 Deaspiration of the onset may be conditioned by the prefix, cf. Khispi wa.kʰi.

Duh. peiŋ.ba54 < *a.priŋ ‘full’, Kht. a.pʰiŋ (§38)

§19b. Duh. pe-, Kht. ps-. The divergent reflexes in both Khoitam and Khoina in the following cognate set suggest a palatalised lateral onset cluster, reflecting the correspondence pattern *sʲ > Duhumbi ɕ-, Khoitam s-, Khoina ɕ- (§22). Again, these reflexes only occur before a high vowel rhyme.

Duh. pei < *pri ‘four’, Kht. psi-; Khn. psi-; Tib. bзи < *bl̥i (Hill 2019: 14), OBur. liy, Chi. 四 sǐH < *s.li[j]-s (§26)

§19c. Khs. pe-, Kht. te-. In a single cognate set, Khispī onset pe- corresponds to Khoitam te-, not to pʰl-, pʰ- or ps- as in §19, §19a or §19b, and I propose this derives from an onset ps-, with the biliabial also reflected in the Tibetan prefix *m-. This correspondence pattern reflects the pattern *bʲ > Duhumbi ɕ-, Khoitam ʨ-, Khoina ʦ-, Rup. ʦ- (§38a).


2.4. Minor Correspondences

There are nine correspondences with only a few cognate sets in which one or more varieties have unexpected reflexes. For many of these correspondences, I am posulating specific onsets or onsets clusters, in particular, uvular onsets.

§20. Duh. g-, Kht. w-, Rup. j-. In a cognate set distinct from §1 (Duh. g-, Kht. g-), the following set has distinct reflexes, postulated to derive from onset *qʰw- (for more reflexes of uvular onsets, see §22, §22a, §43a, §43b, §56 and §57a). The rhyme reflexes are also irregular, expected would be Khoitam ¹a.wuŋ, Rupa ¹u.juŋ (cf. rhyme correspondence §40).

Duh. u.guŋ < *a.qʰwɨŋ ‘spirit; shadow’, Kht. a.wuŋ, Rup. u.juŋ, Chi. 魂 hwon < *[m.]qʰʷə[n] ‘spiritual soul’ (§50)

§20a. Duh. g-, Kht. j-. In two cognate sets, Duhumbi and Khispī velar onset g- corresponds to Khoitam and other Sartang and Sheordukpen palatal onset j-. This is thought to derive from onset *qʰ.

Duh. gi < *qʰj ‘excrement’, Kht. je-, Tsh. gi; >x syiŋX < *[qʰ]iŋ? ‘excrement’ (§33a)

Khs. ɕ奠基57 < *a.qʰoŋ ‘egg’, Kht. a.juŋ, Tib. sgo.ŋa (§39)

---

54 Duhumbi here has the Bodish nominalising suffix -ba rather than the Western Kho-Bwa adjective prefix a-, cf. also Tibetan phuṅ.ba ‘be in excess, overflow’ and Tshangla pʰaŋ.ma ‘full’.
55 Duhumbi has lexical innovation ea taŋ,ku ‘meat dough’.
56 Via *sə.p.sin > *sə.aːwən > *sə.aːwːiː > contraction to either sə:siː or re-analysis of onset of the prefix and the root to ʦə:siː.
57 The divergent Duhumbi form hɔj.aŋŋ, not expected ʰɡ奠基 is probably not cognate, but rather a compound of hɔj ‘blood’ + ʥəŋ ‘bulge’, whereas Khispī has the inherited form, cf. also Duhumbi lak.ɡoŋ ‘testicle’, literally ‘penis’ + ‘egg’.
§21. Duh. b-, Kht. ə-. A unique correspondence of Duhumbi b- with Khoitam ə-, Rupa z- and Khoina ə-, not b- as expected according to correspondence §3, that is also contrasting with correspondence §38a, is postulated to reflect an onset *b- when preceding the rhyme -en.

Duh. biŋ < *a.b’en ‘name’58, Kht. a.ə vape, Rup. a.ə vape, Khn. a.ə dajŋ, OTib. myiŋ, Tsh. miŋ, Mon. məŋ, Bur. mañ < *meŋ, Chi. mjieng < *C.meŋ (§48)

§21a. Duh. b-. Kht. w-. In the following cognate set, distinct from set §3 (Duh. b-, Kht. b-), a reconstructed onset *b- would result in Duhumbi rhyme reflex -ək and Khoitam rhyme reflex -ək (cf. rhyme correspondence §4a). The retention of rhyme -ak may be explained through postulating an onset *p- for this particular correspondence, as this onset has not been used for any other correspondence (§9).


§22. Duh. kʰ-, Kht. f-, Khn. f-. There is a unique cognate set in which Duhumbi aspirated velar onset kʰ- corresponds to fricative h- or f- in all other varieties. I propose this derives from a uvular onset cluster with rhotic medial *q-.

Duh. ə.kʰon⁵⁹ < *a.qran ‘new’, Kht. a.fan, Jer. ə.hen, Khs. ə han, Khn. a.fen (§41)

§22a. Duh. kʰ-, Kht. h-, Khn. x-. A rhotic onset cluster explains the divergent rhyme and onset reflexes in the following cognate sets, thought to derive from *qʰr-6⁰

Duh. ə.kʰiŋ⁶¹ < *a.qʰrek ‘red’, Kht. ə.hék, Jer. ə.hek, Khs. ə.hék, Khn. a.xajk, Tib. khrag, Mon. kʰra ‘blood’, Chi. ɤ syek *< [qʰ] (r)Ak or ɤ xik *< [qʰ] (r)ak (§2)

Duh. u.kʰaŋ⁶² < *a.qʰraŋ ‘healthy; strong’, Kht. a.haŋ, Khn. a.xaŋ, Chi. ㄧ kʰaŋ < *kʰaŋ ‘strong; hard’ (§36)

§23. Duh. pʰ-, Kht. h-, Khn. f-. Unlike §6 (Duh. pʰ-, Kht. pʰ-), intervocally, or when preceded by a prefix with high vowel /i/, Duhumbi onset pʰ- corresponds to Khoitam onset f- and onset h- in Khoitam and all other varieties, i.e. *bʰi.pʰa > *dz.i.pʰu: > ə dz. hu: (Kht.) ~ ə dz. fu: (Khn.).


§23a. Duh. pʰ-, Kht. pʰ-, Khn. f-. Unlike §6 (Duh. pʰ-, Kht. pʰ-) and much like §23, intervocally, or when preceded by a prefix with a nasal coda, Duhumbi and Khoitam onset pʰ- corresponds to Khoitam onset f- and Jerigaon and Rahung onset h-.

---

58 Cf. also Lepcha ʔa. bryaŋ (Plaisier 2007) and Nungic Trung aŋ⁴¹bawn⁵⁶ (Sün 1991).
59 Also realised as ə.qʰon. In Duhumbi, qʰ- occurs as allophone of kʰ- intervocally in a small subset of lexemes, which may in fact be retentions of the Proto-Western Kho-Bwa onset. Based on rhyme correspondence §41 (earlier exception §59), the expected Duhumbi outcome would be ɪ 3.kʰen, Khisp ‘ɪ.hen, and the divergent vowels are unexplained.
60 To this correspondence may also belong the following set for which the distinctive Duhumbi and Khisp reflexes are missing.

61 Also realised as ə.hék ~ ə.qʰek. Palatalisation of the onset before rhymes -ək and -əŋ in Duhumbi is regular.
62 Also realised as ə.qʰaŋ.
63 However, Duhumbi prefix ṣ- not expected ‘b- is left unexplained.
Duh. \(p^h\text{aj} < *\text{nam.p}^h\text{uj} \) ‘flour’, Kht. \(n\text{ə.p}^e\); Jer. \(n\text{ə.he}\); Khn. \(n\text{ə.fu}\); WBur. \(p\text{hwai} < *\text{poi} \) ‘chaff, bran’ (§68)

§24. Duh. \(t^h\), Kht. \(n^h\). In contrast to §8 (Duh. \(t^h\), Kht. \(t^h\)), the following single cognate set resembles the correspondence set of the voiceless dental nasal *\(n^h\) (§40), except that Duhumbi and Khispí have a plosive onset \(t^h\), not onset \(h^h\), where the other varieties have a nasal onset \(n^h\). The denasalisation in Duhumbi and Khispí may be the result of a rhotic medial.\(^64\)

Duh. \(\text{tas} < *\text{gras} \) ‘comb’, Kht. \(n\text{ə}^2\), Tsh. \(\text{nas} \) (§62)

3. VOCAL ONSETS

The prefix *\(a^h\) and its reflexes make vocal onsets relatively one of the most commonly attested onsets in the Western Kho-Bwa languages. In other word classes, vocal onsets are relatively rare, but by no means absent, and their origins are particularly interesting.

§25. Vocal onsets correspond regularly. Duhumbi vocal onsets correspond regularly to Khoitam vocal onsets, with the ultimate reflex generally following the rhyme correspondences.\(^65\)

Duh. \(\text{ir} < *\text{ʔir} \) ‘ride (a horse)’, Kht. \(\text{i}^h\) (§71)

Duh. \(\text{aw}^{66} < *\text{ʔo} \) ‘itch’, Kht. \(\text{o}^h\) (§69)

Duh. \(-\text{ơ}^h < *\text{-ʔa} \) ‘agentive / ergative suffix’, Kht. \(-\text{ơ}^h\) (§35)

Duh. \(\text{aj} < *\text{ʔo}^h \) ‘ok’, Kht. \(\text{ơ}^h\); Rup. \(\text{ơ}^h\) (§74a)

A unique innovation of the Western Kho-Bwa languages, and indeed the Kho-Bwa languages in general, is the correspondence of initial *\(s^h\) in other Tibeto-Burman languages to a vocal onset in Proto-Western Kho-Bwa and its descendental varieties.\(^67\)

Duh. \(\text{at} < *\text{ʔat} \) ‘kill’, Kht. \(\text{ơ}^h\), Tib. \(\sqrt{\text{sad}} \) (pres. \(\text{gsod}\)) (Hill 2019: 31), Tsh. \(\text{ce}\), Bur. \(\text{sat}\), Chi. \(\text{š}^\text{w} \text{sreat} < *\text{srat} \) (§19)

Duh. \(\text{aj} < *\text{ʔo}^\text{w} \) ‘see’, Kht. \(\text{ơ}^h\), Rup. \(\text{ơ}^h\); Tib. \(\text{sad}.\text{pa}^{68} \) (§74a)

Duh. \(\text{i} < *\text{ʔi} \) ‘die’, Kht. \(\text{i}^h\), Tib. \(\sqrt{\text{si}} \) (pres. \(\text{хи}^\text{chi}\)), Tsh. \(\text{cī}\), OBur. \(\text{siy} \) (§26)

Duh. \(\text{om} < *\text{ʔum} \) ‘three’, Kht. \(\text{uy}\), Tib. \(\text{gsum}\), Tsh. \(\text{sam}\), Chi. \(\equiv \text{sam} < *\text{sr[u]m} \), Bur. \(\text{sumh} \) (§47)

Duh. \(\text{is} < *\text{ʔes} \) ‘recognise’, Kht. \(\text{i}^\text{ʔ}\), Tib. \(\text{šes}.\text{pa}\), Tsh. \(\text{se}\), Bur. \(\text{si} \) ‘know’ (§63c)

---

\(^64\) Denasalisation of a voiceless nasal is also attested from Chinese as the correspondence between OC voiceless resonants and MC voiceless obstruents, cf. Baxter and Sagart (2014: 111-112).

\(^65\) Proto-Western Kho-Bwa vocal onsets are reconstructed with a glottal onset *\(ʔ-\) to indicate their pre-glottalised status, which is relevant in view of rhyme correspondences that often coincide with those of the glottal fricative onset. Although attested reflexes may also have a glottal or pre-glottalised onset, this is not indicated in the transcriptions.

\(^66\) The unexpected Duhumbi reflex \(\text{aw} \) not \(\text{\textasciitilde{aw}}\) is conditioned by the glottal onset.

\(^67\) An incomplete cognate set is Kht. \(\text{y}\); She. \(\text{i} < *\text{ut} \) ‘wipe’, cf. Tib. \(\sqrt{\text{sud}} \) (pres. \(\text{sud}\) ‘rub’, Bur. \(\text{sut} < *\text{ut} \) ‘wipe’ (Hill 2019: 36).

\(^68\) Cf. Jäschke (1992 [1881]: 572): \(\text{sad}.\text{pa} \) ‘to examine, see, try, test’ and Tshe-ring (1997: 569): \(\text{sad}.\text{pa} \) ‘examine; slander’. 
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The following closely related cognate set has a complex phonological history in the
descendant varieties.

Duh. wa.\textit{ar}\textsuperscript{69} < *a.?ar ‘dry (adj.)’, Kht. yk.\textit{ʒ}\textsuperscript{70}, Khs. \textit{ɔ}wa\textit{ɭ}\textsuperscript{71}, Tib. sro.\textit{ba} ‘dry by
exposing to sun rays’, Chi. 昼 \textit{xanH} < *[qʰ]ar?-s ‘dry’ (§70)

In a second set of correspondences, the rhymes of the reflexes do not match the expected
outcomes. In several cases, the comparative evidence from Chinese is strongly suggestive of
a voiced uvular onset that may underlie these vocal onsets.

Khs. un\textsuperscript{72} < *\textit{un} ‘come’, Kht. un, Chi. 欠 \textit{yen} < *[\textit{e}r]an\textit{n} ‘extend; go forward’ (§60)
Chi. 往 \textit{hjwangH} < *c\textit{aŋ} (§56)
Duh. in < *\textit{in} ‘speak’, Kht. \textit{an}, Chi. 語 \textit{hen} < *[\textit{e}r]\textit{i}n\textit{n} ‘speak quickly’ (§58)
Duh. uk < *\textit{uk} ‘hide’, Kht. \textit{uk} (§5)

§26. Duh. vocal onset, Khn. x-. There is a single, incomplete cognate set where a Duhumbi
and Khispi vocal onset corresponds to Khoina fricative onset x-. I propose that this set,
though data deficient, derives from a voiceless labial onset *\textit{w}- when preceding a rhyme with
a vowel other than /a/, a palatalised onset or a rhotic onset cluster, for which see
correspondences §63, §65 and §66a. Considering the comparative evidence from Chinese, a
uvular onset is also possible.

‘overflow; flow out, extend’ (§57)

§27. Duh. vocal onset, Kht. j-. In a single cognate set, a Duhumbi vocal onset corresponds to
a palatal glide in all other varieties. Because the Duhumbi onset reflex j- is expected (§60), it
is presumed that the palatal onset was elided to avoid both a palatal onset and rhyme.

Duh. \textit{aj} [\textit{̃jaj}] < *\textit{jaj} ‘fight (n.)’, Kht. \textit{je}: (§74)

4. NASAL ONSETS

Correspondences between nasal onsets can be divided in trivial correspondences, in which all
varieties have the same reflex, and minor correspondences.

4.1. TRIVIAL CORRESPONDENCES

In general, Duhumbi nasal onsets correspond to Khoitam nasal onsets.

\textsuperscript{69} The Duhumbi outcome is the result of *a.?ar > *a.\textit{war}, an epenthetic labial onset of the root to avoid the
phonetically awkward form ‘a.\textit{ar}, followed by a re-analysis of the onset of this root to the prefix \textit{wa.\textit{ar} instead of
expected outcome ‘a.\textit{ar}.

\textsuperscript{70} The Khoitam outcome is the result of *a.?ar > *a.\textit{har} > yk.\textit{ʒ}, although the reflex of the prefix is irregular,
and would be expected to be as in Rupa, ɔ.\textit{ʒ}.

\textsuperscript{71} The Khispi outcome is the result of *a.?ar > *a.\textit{war}, an epenthetic labial onset of the root to avoid the
phonetically unpermitted form ‘a.\textit{ar}, followed by rhyme *-ar > -al and vowel harmony of the prefix to the vowel
of the root ɔ.\textit{wal}.

\textsuperscript{72} Duhumbi has possible Bodish loan \textit{lon}, cf. Dzo. \textit{lhoṭ} ‘come’, Chi. 沿 \textit{yen} < *\textit{Ion ‘go along (a river)’.
§28. **Duh. m-, Kht. m-, Khs. m-.** Voiced nasal stop *m* in Duhumbi regularly corresponds to voiced nasal stop *m* in Khoitam. The Khispi evidence is provided for comparison with §32.


Duh. *mur* < *a.mur* ‘pubic hair’, Kht. *a.ming*, WBur. *mweŋ* < *muyň* < *murň* ‘body hair’ (Hill 2019: 73), Chi. 眉 *mij* < *mr[a]r* ‘eyebrow’ (§73)

§29. **Duh. n-, Kht. n-.** Voiced nasal stop *n* in Duhumbi regularly corresponds to voiced nasal stop *n* in Khoitam.

Duh. *naj* < *naŋ* ‘tooth (2SG)’, Kht. *naj*, Chi. 若 *nyak* < *nak* (§36)


§30. **Duh. ŋ-, Kht. n-.** Duhumbi and Khispi velar nasal *ŋ* corresponds to simple onset *n* in Khoitam and the other Sartang varieties and to *ŋ* in Rupa and Shergaon.


§31. **Duh. n-, Kht. n-.** A palatal nasal *n* in Duhumbi, Khispi and Rupa and Shergaon regularly correspond to *n* in the Sartang varieties and derive from a palatalised alveolar nasal onset.


Duh. *nut* < *niuŋ* ‘put on (shoes, pants)’, Kht. *ny’*, She. *ni?’ (§15)

---

73 This is the Chaw (lower class) reflex, the Thong (upper class) reflex is *nuy*.

74 I propose this palatalised onset reflex because of the unexpected rhyme reflexes in this lexeme, even though the onset reflexes are regular.

75 The attested Duhumbi form *ŋaj* is a loan from Dirang Tshawlang *ŋaj*, in turn borrowed from Tibetan *dīnul*.

76 Whereas Khispi has preserved the inherited lexeme form for ‘brain’, Duhumbi has borrowed the Tshawlang form, although the inherited form survives in the meaning of ‘paneer (cheese made by curdling milk with acid buttermilk).”
4.2. MINOR CORRESPONDENCES

There are a few correspondences where one or more of the attested onsets is distinct from the onset that would be expected on basis of the trivial correspondence patterns for the nasal onsets.

§32. Duh. m-, Kht. m-, Khs. p-. The irregular Khispi reflex p- where the other varieties have onset m- is unexpected and may be evidence for a change *s-m- > p-.

Duh. men\(^77\) < *man ‘medicine’, Khs. pen, Kht. men, Rup. man, Tib. sman, Tsh. man (§41)\(^79\)

§32a. Duh. m-, Kht. m-. Unlike the reflexes in §28, palatalisation of the Duhumbi reflex and divergent rhyme reflexes could be attributed to a rhotic medial.

Duh. m\(\text{vē}\.\text{ka}\) < *a.mr ‘many’, Kht. a.me\(?\), Rup. a.mat, Khs. me.\(\text{ka}\), Tib. rmad.pa

‘excellent, wonderful, marvellous’, WBur. mrat ‘be excellent, exceed; gain, profit’ (§6)

§32b. Duh. m-, Kht. w-. In a single cognate set, Duhumbi onset m- corresponds to Khoitam onset w-, suggesting onset *\(\text{m}^\text{w}\)- (see also §41. Duh. h-, Kht. m-), as onset *\(\text{m}^\text{n}\)- would result in the rhyme reflexes of rhyme correspondence §16. Probably, the divergent simplification of onset *\(\text{m}^\text{n}\)- to onsets m- and w- took place before the changes in rhymes as a result of the labialised onset.

Duh. mak < *\(\text{m}^\text{n}\)ak ‘beat’, Kht. wak (§1)

§32c. Duh. m-, Kht. \(\text{dē}\)-. There is one cognate set with unexpected Duhumbi onset reflex m-, not b- (§17a), and expected Khoitam, Rahung and Jerigaon reflex \(\text{dē}\)-, Khoina, Rupa and Shergaon reflex \(\text{dē}\)-. This set has been assigned to a palatalised onset before high vowel /i/.\(^80\)

Note that *\(\text{m}^\text{d}\)- simplified to m- in Duhumbi but denasalised to *\(\text{b}^\text{d}\)- in the Sartang and Sherdukpenn varieties, after which it followed the same sound correspondence §17a, *\(\text{b}^\text{d}\)- > Khoitam \(\text{dē}\)- before high vowel i.

Duh. min < *\(\text{m}^\text{n}\)in ‘sleep’, Kht. \(\text{dē}\.\text{iy}\), Rup. \(\text{dē}\.\text{iy}\), Chi. 眠 men < *\(\text{m}^\text{n}\)[n] ‘shut the eyes; sleep’ (§42)

§33. Duh. n-, Kht. n-, Khs. r-. Unlike correspondence §29 (Duh. n-, Kht. n-), in two cognate sets, the Khoina reflex of *n- or *\(\text{n}^\text{i}\)- is r-.\(^81\) As the Khoina reflex \(\text{ku}\.\text{nu}\)? in correspondence set ‘be sick’ (§29) shows, the word-internal occurrence of the onset is not the reason for this unexpected alternation.

\(^77\) Cf. also Chi. ꜠\(\text{sangH}\) < *s-m\(\text{n}\)an-s ‘lose; destroy’, Khs. p\(\text{h}\.\text{am}\) ‘lose’; Chi. ꜠\(\text{sang}\) < *s-m\(\text{n}\)an ‘mourning, burial’, Khs. \(\text{bu}\.\text{y}\) ‘bury’; Tib. \(\text{smīn}\).\(\text{pa}\) ‘ripe’, Khs. \(\text{bīn}\) ‘to ripen, to ferment’; Tib. \(\text{smad}\) ‘the lower part’, Khs. be ‘down’, cf also §3 and §6.

\(^78\) Duhumbi men not pen may be the result of Bodish contact language influence, where Khispi has preserved the original reflex.

\(^79\) Compare to the reflexes of *a.man ‘old’ in §28 as well as to the following cognate set:

Duh. men < *\(\text{m}^\text{n}\)an ‘potato bean (\(\text{A}\.\text{pīs}\) sp.)’, Kht. men, Khs. men, Rup. man, Chi. ꜠\(\text{mjonH}\) < *\(\text{C}\.\text{ma}[\text{n}]\)-s ‘creep; creeping plant’.

\(^80\) Note how the Old Chinese reconstruction has a Type A onset.

\(^81\) This was initially thought to be a contact-induced (Hrusish) correspondence (see also Bodt & Lieberherr 2015: 87). But neither Bangru nor Eastern Miji are contact languages for Khoina, the correspondence has not been attested for Hruso, and cognates with Western Miji also have onset n-, e.g. no ‘ill’.
Duh. 'ka.nɔŋ\(^{82}\) < *?ka.nɔŋ\(^{83}\) ‘disease’, Kht. ku.nuŋ, Jer. ku.nuŋ, Khn. ku.ruŋ (§24, §39)

Duh. ca.pi.lum < *s\(a\).n̥iŋ ‘gums’, Kht. sə.n̥iŋ, Rup. sə.piŋ, Khn. mə.ʃə.r̥i:, Tib. r̥iǐl < *r̥iɛl, Chi. 颜 ngjin < *ŋə[n] (§38)

5. **Fricative Onsets**

Fricative onsets s- and z- in Duhumbi generally correspond to fricative onsets s- and z- in Khoitam, but whereas Duhumbi has distinctive palatal fricatives, Khoitam does not. There are various sources of the Duhumbi fricative onset h-, including distinctive voiceless nasal and lateral onsets.

5.1. **Trivial Correspondences**

§34. **Duh. s-, Kht. s-**. Duhumbi fricative onset s- generally corresponds to fricative onset s- in Khoitam.

Duh. nam.sum < *nam.som ‘wind’, Kht. nə.səm, Tsh. şam.su (§46)

Duh. si < *səj ‘aconite’, Kht. sə:, Tib. ʰdzin.pa ‘black aconite’ (§33a)

Duh. san < *s\(v\)an ‘ten’, Kht. sʒə, Khn. sə:, Rup. s\(ʒ\)ə, Tsh. se, Miz. säwm (§53)

Duh. su < *s\(v\)a ‘search’, Kht. sə:, Rup. sa.w, Las. ʃə, Chi. 拾 sʁiuv < *səru ‘search’ (§30)

§35. **Duh. z-, Kht. z-, Khn. z-.** Duhumbi fricative onset z- generally corresponds to fricative onset z- in Khoitam and all other varieties.

Duh. zuk ‘thorax’ < *zuk ‘face’, Kht. zyk, Tib. gzugs ‘form; body (Hon.)’ (§5)

Duh. zum < *zom ‘hold’, Kht. zəm, Tib. ʰdzoms.pa ‘come together, gather’ (§46)

Duh. ʰzən\(^{84}\) < *a.z\(v\)an ‘white’, Kht. a.zəː (§53)

Duh. ca.zet < *s\(a\).zaʔ ‘langur’, Kht. sə.zu’, Khn. zə.zu’, Khs. ca.zət\(^{85}\) (§25)

§36. **Duh. h-, Kht. h-**. The Duhumbi glottal fricative h- regularly corresponds with Khoitam and other Sartang and Sherdukpen glottal fricative h-. As the comparative evidence shows, the Proto-Western Kho-Bwa onset ʰh- often corresponds to other Tibeto-Burman s-.

Duh. hin < *han ‘one’, Kht. han, PBG *sV, Chi. 仴; = jìt < */ti[t] (§58)

Duh. haj < *haj ‘burn’, Kht. he:, PBG *sal ‘sun; day’, Miz. hâl (§74)


---

82 Duhumbi and Khispi have the Bodish loan na.n̥a, Tibetan na.tsha ‘disease’.
83 Cf. also Tib sku šiṅ.ha ‘be sick (Hon.)’.
84 Duhumbi has loan jaŋ.kar cf. Tibetan yan.dkar ‘whitewash, lime’.
85 The palatal affricate in Khispi may be conditioned by the palatal fricative in the prefix, i.e. *s\(a\).zt > *ca.zat > ca.zət.
86 Duhumbi has ciy, due to loan contamination from Bodish cf. Tibetan šiŋ ‘tree, wood’, Tshangla ciŋ ‘tree, wood’, Brokpa ciŋ ‘tree’.
Duh. *ha [ʰhaːm]* < *hum* ‘salt’, Kht. *huŋ*, Chi. *yem* < *[ə][r][ə]m* ‘salt (n.)’ or 鹹 *heam* < *[ə][z][r][ə]m* ‘salty’ (§47)

§37. Duh. *z-, Kht. *z-, Khn. *dz-, Khs. *dz-. The voiced dental affricate *dz-* is very rare in the modern Western Kho-Bwa varieties but needs to be reconstructed at the proto-level to account for a few cognate sets that do not fit with other correspondences such as §35 (Duh. *z-, Kht. *z-).* There is a single correspondence where Duhumbi and Khoitam both have onset *z-, but Khoina has onset *dz-* and Khispi has onset *dz-.* Other sets that derive from onset *dz-* are §39a and §53.


5.2. PALATALISED ONSETS

Distinctive reflexes can be shown to derive from palatalised onsets.

§38. Duh. *e-, Kht. *s-. Duhumbi and Khispi palatal fricative onset *e*- regularly correspond to onset *s-* in all other varieties except Khoina, which has reflexes that have a second palatalisation.


Duh. *u.ɛiŋ* ‘wet’ < *[a][ʃiŋ]* ‘fresh; wet’, Kht. *a.ʃiŋ* ‘unripe, alive’ (§38)


§38a. Duh. *e-, Kht. *tʰan-. Duhumbi palatal fricative *e-* regularly corresponds to Khoitam palatal affricates and Khoina dental affricates, with elder Rupa speakers realising a dental affricate and younger Rupa speaker realising a palatal affricate.


---

87 Here, the Duhumbi and Khispi rhyme does not match. Although this is temporarily assigned to an onset *h-*.
88 The nasal coda is unexpected, we would expect *ea.əzik*, and this reflex is perhaps under influence of Dirang Tshangla *dzəŋ* ‘deer’.  
89 On basis of this correspondence, we would reconstruct Duhumbi *ea.əzik*, but Duhumbi has Bodish loan *ca.wa*, cf. Tibetan *sə.ba*, Bhutan Tshangla *ca.wa*.
90 The Rahung and Khoita reflexes include the root for ‘rice’, indicating that an adjective *a.siw* originally meant something like ‘unhusked, raw’. Khoina has contracted the root for rice with the adjective: *ʦ[u] a.siw > *ʦ[u] a.sə > *ʦ[u].sə*.
91 One of the anonymous referees pointed out that this Chi. form is cognate with Tib. *hphyer*ba ‘fly (v.)’ and is probably an ideophone, cf. Jacques (2015).
Duh. *eak < *bʰak ‘cliff’, Kht. ɕʰak, Khn. bʰak, Rup. tsʰak ~ wʰak, Tib. brag, Tsh. brak
§(1)

Duh. *eij < *bʰij ‘buy’, Kht. ṭʰeː, Khn. ṭʰaː, Rup. ṭʰaː ~ ṭʰaː; PBG *prai¹, Chi. ṭʰeː aX < *mʰraj² ($67$

Duh. *eij < *bʰij ‘give’, Kht. ṭʰiʔ, Khn. ṭʰiʔ, Rup. ṭʰiʔ ~ ṭʰiʔ, Tsh. bi, Tib. shyin,pa,

Khn. ӏa.ei³ < *(s)ā/a. bi ‘gall, bile’, Kht. a.ṭʰiː; Khn. a.ṭʰiː: ($§26$

Duh. *ej < *bʰaw ‘burst, explode’, Kht. ṭʰaː,³³ ($§69a$

Duh. *eij < *bʰoŋ ‘release’, Kht. ṭʰoŋj, Rup. ṭʰoŋj ~ ṭʰoŋj ($§49$

Duh. *a < *bʰa ‘precipitate (snow, rain, hail)’, Kht. ṭʰuː, Khn. ṭʰuː, Rup. ṭʰuː ~ ṭʰuː:
$(§24$

§38b. Duh. e-, Kht. ṭ-. In two cognate sets, Duhumbi palatal fricative e- corresponds to
Khoitam ṭ-, with elder speakers realising ṭ- and younger speaker ṭ- in Rupa. Similar to
correspondence §38a, I propose this set derives from a palatalised bilabial onset, albeit an
unvoiced one.⁹⁴

Duh. *ein < *pʰin ‘suffice’⁹⁵, Kht. ṭeː, Rup. ṭeː ~ ṭeː: ($§51$

Duh. mej.ein < *maj.pʰim ‘maize (‘sweet bamboo’)’, Kht. ṭeː, ($§55$

§39. Duh. z-, Kht. z-, Khn. z-. Duhumbi and Khispi onset z- regularly corresponds to onset z-
in all other varieties except Khoina, which has reflex z-.

Duh. zu < *zʰu ‘melt’, Kht. zyː, Khn. zyj, Tib. ṭu.ba, Tsh. ju ~ zu ($§27$

sister-in-law’ ($§24$

Duh. zej < *zʰaj ‘laugh’, Kht. zeː; Khn. zaː, Tib. bžad,pa ‘laugh, smile (Hon.)’ ($§67$

§39a. Duh. z-, Kht. z-, Khn. z-. In the following cognate sets, unlike in correspondence §39
Khoina has onset reflex z- instead of expected z- while Duhumbi and Khispi have palatal
onset z-, hence I propose these derive from a palatalised onset *dž- rather than palatalised
onset *z- ($§39$) or plain onset *dz- ($§37$).

gci.ba ‘urinate’ ($§26$

Duh. zet < *džes ‘tear’, Kht. zeː, Khn. zeː ($§20$

---

⁹² Duhumbi has Bodish loan kʰris, cf. Tibetan mkhris,pa, Dirang Tshangla kʰris.

⁹³ But Rupa pʰok and Shergaon pʰok are likely cognate with Tshangla pʰok, all ‘burst, explode’.

⁹⁴ An incomplete cognate set, the root of which is reflected in the compound for ‘maize’, that can be added to this correspondence is
Kht. ṭeː < *a.pʰim ‘sweet’, Khn. a.ʦʰiː, Rup. a.ʦʰiː ~ a.ʦʰiː (Duh. jœn,joŋ < Tsh. jœn,joŋ)

⁹⁵ E.g. of salt or spices in food.
5.3. VOICELESS ONSETS

To account for distinct cognate sets, I propose several distinct voiceless onsets.

§40. Duh. h-, Kht. n-. There are a few cognate sets in which, unlike all other varieties, Duhumbi and Khispi have onset h- not n- (§29 Duh. n-, Kht. n-), justifying positing a voiceless alveolar nasal stop onset.


Duh. haj < *a.noj ‘pus’, Kht. a.nə?, Mon. ‘nep’, Dzo. lhabs [hap], Tib. snabs, Bur. nhap ‘mucus’ (§74b)


Duh. ham ‘emit smell; putrefy’ < *ŋam ‘emit smell’, Jer. nan, Tsh. nam, Tib. mnam.pa ‘emit smell’ and vsnam (pres. snom) ‘smell something’ (via *smnam > snam (Jacques 2014b: 162)) (§45)

§41. Duh. h-, Kht. m-, Jer. w-. There is one cognate set that shows distinct reflexes from the voiced bilabial nasal correspondence (§28 Duh. m-, Kht. m-), justifying a distinctive voiceless bilabial nasal stop *m-.

Duh. hut < *mut ‘blow’, Kht. mik, Jer. wik, Bur. mhut ‘blow away’ (§18)

§42. Duh. h-, Kht. l-. There are several cognate sets where a Duhumbi, Khispi and Khoina onset h- corresponds to onset l- in the other varieties. I propose this derives from a voiceless lateral onset *l-.

Duh. hu.ma98 < *ləm a.ma99 ‘path’, Kht. lym [‘ləm]100, Khn. ham, Tib. lam, Tsh. lam, Bur. lamh (§45)

Duh. hu < *lu ‘naga’, Kht. ly., Tib. klu, Tsh. lu (§27)

Duh. huk < *luk ‘pour’, Kht. lyk, Tib. zlug.pa ‘pour in’, Tsh. luk (§5)

Duh. le.ham < *laj. Deserialize101 ‘footwear’, Kht. ly.lụ, Tib. lham (§54)

Duh. haj < *ləj ‘plant’, Kht. lo.; Khn. ha; (§74a)

---

96 The Duhumbi epenthetic nasal codas are unexpected.
97 Generally identifying body parts and bodily fluids associated with the lower face, such as ‘spittle’, ‘neck’, ‘tooth’, ‘nose’ and ‘mouth’.
98 Via *lam a.ma > *ham.ma (*l- > h- and loss of prefix) > *ha.ma (degemination of -mm-) > hu.ma (harmonisation of vowels in prefixes with vowels in roots {u}pet + {a, i, u}root).
99 A compound of roots *lam ‘path’ and *a.ma ‘mother’, with large natural objects in the Kho-Bwa languages regularly expressed as ‘X-mother’, cf. Duhumbi ca.ə.lək a.ma ‘soybean mother’, i.e. ‘pod-bearing soybean plant’; Duhumbi kʰoːw.ma < kʰoːw a.ma ‘water mother’, i.e. ‘river’; luŋ a.ma ‘stone mother’, i.e. ‘large solitary rock’; maj.kʰa a.ma ‘walnut mother’, i.e. ‘nut-bearing walnut tree’ etc.
100 The Khoitam rhyme is unexpected and may be the end result of a complex interaction between root and suffix, e.g. *lam a.ma > *la.m a.mu (*l- > l- and *a > -u) > *la.mu (loss of prefix) > *lu.m.a (metathesis of vowel of root and suffix) > *lu.m (contraction of root and suffix) and finally > lym (*-uC > *-yC after *-um > -uy).
101 A compound of roots *laj ‘leg, foot’ and *ləm ‘shoe’.
Duh. hɔr < *jɔr ‘perforate’, Kht. ƚɔ, Khn. hɔˀ, Rup. ƚɔk (§72)

5.4. MINOR CORRESPONDENCES

§43. Duh. h-, Kht. h-, Khn. x-. Duhumbi onset h- corresponds to onset h- in all varieties, except Khoina, which has onset x- instead of onset h- as expected from correspondence §36. I propose this derives from a labialised onset *hʷ- or rhotic onset cluster *hr-, which is confirmed by the rhyme reflexes. ¹⁰²

Duh. hɛk < *hrek ‘louse’, Kht. hɛk, Khn. xajk, Tib. ʂig, Chi. ʒir srit < *sɾɪ[k] (§2)

Duh. ḡɛj < *hruj ‘blood’, Kht. ḡɛj, Khn. xaːj, OBur. suyɦ, Chi. ʃjweX < *s-lojʔ ‘marrow’ (§68)

Duh. ḡɔn ‘pity’ < *hron ‘like’, Kht. ḡiː, Khn. xaː, Chi. ḡhon < *[m-q]ʔ[ŋ]-‘regret’ (§43)

Duh. ham < *hɔm ‘rot; drench’, Kht. hũː, Khn. xɔː, Rup. hũː (§54)

§43a. Duh. h-, Kht. h-, Khn. x-, Rup. kʰ. In a single cognate set, Duhumbi onset h- corresponds to onset kʰ- in Sertang and onset h- in all Sartang varieties except Khoina, which has onset x-. This set is distinct from both §36 and §43, and I propose this derives from a uvular onset *q-.

Duh. ḡar < *ŋa.qar ‘phlegm’, Kht. nə.ɦɔː, Khn. nə.xɔː, Rup. nə.kʰɔː, Khs. ha.ɦal, Japhug tu.noar ‘sputum’ (Jacques 2016), Chi. ɕjen < *s-N-qa[r] ‘saliva; spittle’ (§70)

§43b. Duh. h-, Kht. ɸ-. In a single cognate set, Duhumbi and Khispi have onset h- whereas all the other varieties have a vocal onset. I propose this set derives from a labialised uvular onset *qʷ-.

Duh. hut < *qʷut ‘hand, arm’, Kht. ik, Chi. ƚ ḡjuwH < *m-qʷǝʔ-s ~ *m-qʷǝʔ; ḡjuwX < *[g]ʷǝʔ ‘right hand’; ǂt trjuwX < *t-[k]<ɾ>uʔ ‘elbow’ (§18)

§43c. Duh. h-, Kht. j-. There is one cognate set, where Duhumbi, Khispi and Shergaon onset h- corresponds to Khoitam and Khoina onset j-, with regular rhyme reflexes when following a uvular or glottal onset. This correspondence resembles correspondences §62 and §65, but I propose this derives from a palatalised voiced uvular onset. ¹⁰⁵

Duh. hat < *qʷat ‘split lengthwise (bamboo)’, Kht. jɔʔ, She. hɔʔ, Chi. ǂt ḡjwot < *[g]ʷat ‘a kind of axe’ (§19)

§43d. Duh. h-, Kht. pʰ-. In the following cognate set, the onset reflexes in the prefix are distinct from those in roots.

¹⁰² The comparative evidence for ‘louse’ and ‘blood’ indicate that Proto-Western Kho-Bwa onset *hr- may derive from onset *sr-, which would explain the ‘gap’ in the reconstructed Proto-Western Kho-Bwa onset inventory with *zr- and *hr- present.

¹⁰³ Palatalisation of the onset before rhymes -ek and -en in Duhumbi is regular.

¹⁰⁴ The Western Kho-Bwa reflexes, like the Japhug reflex, may evidence the N-prefix reconstructed for Chinese.

¹⁰⁵ I earlier (Bodt 2019) erroneously proposed this derived from an aspirated voiced uvular onset *oː-. I have not reconstructed any aspirated voiced stop onsets for Proto-Western Kho-Bwa.

§44. Duh. *ɛ-, Kht. h-. In a single cognate set, Duhumbi onset *ɛ- corresponds to Khoitam onset *h-. This is most likely the result of the loss of the second word of the compound in Duhumbi, resulting in a form homophonous with *ɛa ‘meat; animal’ (§38), whereas in Khoitam the root of the second word is contracted to the first word of the compound (*sʰa a.pʰa > *sa a.pʰu > *sa.pʰu: > Rupa s.pu: or further to *sa.hu: > Khoitam su:). Alternatively, Proto-Western Kho-Bwa may have had a distinction between onsets *si- and *sʰ-, but additional evidence for this is hitherto lacking.

Duh. *ɛa < *sʰa a.pʰa ‘cattle (lit. ‘meat male’)’\(^{107}\), Kht. hu:, Khn. su:, Rup. s.pu: (§14)

6. AFFRICATE ONSETS

Duhumbi (and Khispi, Khoina, Rupa) alveolar affricates regularly correspond to Khoitam (and Jerigaon, Rahung, Shergaon) palatal affricates. Duhumbi palatal affricates generally correspond to Khoitam palatal affricates.

6.1. TRIVIAL CORRESPONDENCES

§45. Duh. *tˢ-, Kht. te-. Duhumbi (and Khispi, Khoina, Rupa) onset *tˢ- regularly corresponds to Khoitam (and Jerigaon, Rahung, Shergaon) onset *te-.

Duh. *tsik < *tsik ‘pinch’, Kht. teik, Rup. tsik, Khn. tsik, Kiranti *tsek (Jacques 2017) (§3)

Duh. *tsɔŋ < *a.tsɔŋ ‘middle’, Kht. a.teŋ, Rup. a.tsəŋ, Khn. a.tsəŋ (§39)

Duh. gun.tsun < *gun.tsun ‘sweet buckwheat’, Kht. kʰiŋ.teŋ, Rup. gəʦin, Khn. go.tsəŋ, Tsh. gun.tsəŋ (§44)

Duh. bej.tsɨ < *baj.tsɨ ‘pine kindle’, Kht. baː.tei?, Rup. ba: bo.tsɨ?, Khn. baː.tsɨ? (§33)

§46. Duh. *ʦʰ-, Kht. teʰ-. Duhumbi (and Khispi, Khoina) onset *ʦʰ- regularly corresponds to Khoitam (and Jerigaon, Rahung, Sherdukpen) onset teʰ-.

Duh. *ʦʰu < *ʦʰu ‘cough’, Kht. teʰyː: (§27)

Duh. nam.ʦʰa ‘sunshine’ < *nam.ʦʰa ‘rain’, Kht. nɔ.teʰu: (§24)

§47. Duh. te-, Kht. te-. There are two cognate sets in which Duhumbi te- corresponds to onset te- in Khoitam and all other varieties. However, the irregular rhyme correspondences and the good Bodish cognates indicate that these lexemes are likely loans in all varieties, rather than inherited lexemes. They can be found as correspondence set §73, in the section on loans.

§48. Duh. teʰ-, Kht. teʰ-. Duh. onset teʰ- regularly corresponds to Khoitam onset teʰ-.

\(^{106}\) E.g. in ‘chicken’ and ‘dog’, but also wild bird species such as ‘tragopan’ and ‘partridge’. Note how *pʰwa- bears similarity to Tibetan *hya- ‘bird’ and Burmese *pyàh- ‘bee’ (Hill 2019: 220).

\(^{107}\) This refers to the common cattle, *Bos taurus*. Note the semantic distinction with the following correspondence set, which is actually odd considering cattle-mithun cross-breeds are always between a mithun bull and a cattle cow.

Duh. ca.ma < *sʰa a.ma ‘mithun (Bos frontalis, lit. ‘meat female’)’, Kht. s.um (via *sa a.mu: > *sə.mu: > s.um), Khn. ga.m, Rup. sə.mu:
Duh. u.\textit{wh}am < *a.\textit{ch}am ‘daughter-in-law’, Kht. a.\textit{wh}am, Tib. \textit{chang.sa rgyag} ‘marry’ (§45)


§49. Duh. \textit{dz}-. Kht. \textit{dz}-. Duhumbi onset \textit{dz}- regularly corresponds to Khoitam onset \textit{dz}-.

The Rupa evidence is added to show the distinction with §51.


Duh. \textit{dɔk.pu} < *\textit{ajwak} ‘fast’, Kht. a.\textit{dɔk}, Rup. a.\textit{dɔk} (§16)


6.2. PALATALISED ONSETS

There are a few cognate sets where, based upon distinct onset reflexes in one or more varieties, I propose palatalised onsets.

§50. Duh. \textit{tw}-. Kht. \textit{tw}-. Rup. c\textit{h}-. Khn. \textit{tw}-. I propose to reconstruct palatalised velar onset *k\textit{bi} for the following cognate set, in which elderly Rupa speakers realise aspirated palatal stop c\textit{h}-, whereas younger speakers realise aspirated palatal affricate \textit{tw}-, but Khoina has onset \textit{tw}-, not retroflex t\textit{sh} (contrasting with correspondence set §52a, Duh. \textit{tw}-. Kht. \textit{tw}-. Rup. c\textit{h}-. Khn. t\textit{sh}-.)

\begin{align*}
\text{Duh. } \textit{tw}ak &< *k\textit{bi}ak 'bitter', Kht. \textit{tw}ak, Rup. c\textit{h}ak \sim \textit{tw}ak, Khn. \textit{tw}ak, Tib. \textit{kha}, Bur. \\
\text{khāh}, \text{Chi. } &\frac{\text{ˀkhuX}}{h} < *\textit{k\textit{bi}}a? (§1)
\end{align*}

§50a. Duh. \textit{tw}-. Kht. \textit{tw}-. Rup. k\textit{h}-. Khn. \textit{tw}-. There is one cognate set, in which Duhumbi, Khispi and Shergaon, unlike Rupa, unexpectedly have affricate onset \textit{tw}-, not expected simple onset k\textit{h}-(§11), with Khoina having the expected retroflex affricate onset. This cognate set could be the result of additional palatalisation of the onset *k\textit{r}-.

\begin{align*}
\text{Duh. } \textit{tw}uk &< *k\textit{r}uk ‘six’, Kht. \textit{tw}yk, Khn. t\textit{sh}yk, Rup. k\textit{h}yt, Tib. \textit{drug}, WBur. \textit{khrok}, \\
\text{Chi. } &\frac{\text{ˀjuwk}}{j} < *\textit{r}uk (§13)
\end{align*}

§50b. Duh. \textit{tw}-. Kht. \textit{tw}-. Rup. t\textit{sh}-. \sim \textit{tw}-. Khn. t\textit{sh}-. In a few cognate sets, elderly Rupa speakers realise onset \textit{tsh}- whereas younger speakers realise onset \textit{tw}-. and Khoina has onset t\textit{sh}-.

Where there are no unexpected rhyme reflexes (§52, §52a), this is explained through onset *t\textit{sh}i.

\begin{align*}
\text{Duh. } \textit{tw}ap. &< *\textit{ts}i\textit{op} ‘fishing net’, Kht. \textit{tw}uk, Rup. t\textit{sh}uk \sim \textit{tw}uk, Khn. t\textit{sh}uk (§22) \\
\text{Duh. } \textit{tw}ik &< *\textit{ts}i\textit{k} ‘heat up’, Kht. \textit{tw}ik, Rup. t\textit{sh}ik \sim \textit{tw}ik, Khn. t\textit{sh}ik (§3) \\
\text{Duh. } \textit{tw}ap. &< *a.\textit{ts}i\textit{ap} ‘thin’, Kht. a.\textit{wa}ap.\textit{du}, Rup. a.\textit{ts}i\textit{ap} \sim a.\textit{wa}ap.\textit{du}, Khn. a.\textit{ts}i\textit{at} (§10)
\end{align*}

\textsuperscript{108} Note how Duhumbi, Khispi and Shergaon make a semantic distinction between *\textit{jow} ‘parch’, i.e. ‘to parch, toast or roast (e.g. grains) by using dry heat without any oil or grease’ and *\textit{zow} \sim *\textit{zaw} ‘fry’ (undetermined because the Khoitam reflex is missing), i.e. ‘to fry in oil, fat or grease’, whereas all the other varieties only have a single lexeme for both. The Duhumbi, Khispi and Shergaon forms are etymologically closely related: Duhumbi and Khispi \textit{zow} ‘fry’, \textit{dzow} ‘parch’; Shergaon \textit{zaw} ‘fry’, \textit{dzaw} ‘parch’.
Duh. ʦʰɛt < *ʦʰɨes ‘need’, Kht. ʨʰɛʔ, Rup. ʦʰɛʔ ~ ʨʰɛʔ, Khn. ʦʰɛʔ, Tsh. ʦʰas (§20)

Duh. ʨʰak < *ʦʰações ‘taro’, Kht. ʨʰak, Rup. ʦʰak ~ ʨʰak, Khn. ʦʰak (§1)

§51. Duh. ʣɛ-, Kht. ʣɛ-, Rup. j~ ʣɛ-. There are a few cognate sets, in which, unlike §49 (Duh. ʣɛ-, Kht. ʣɛ-, Rup. ʣɛ-), elderly Rupa speakers realise voiced palatal stop j-, whereas younger speakers realise voiced palatal affricate ʣ-. I propose a palatalised velar onset *gʰ, similar to the correspondence in §50.

Duh. ʨʰam109 < *gʰaj ‘weed’, Kht. ʨʰaj, Rup. jɑŋ ~ ʨʰaj (§36)

Duh. ʨʰa < *gʰa ‘tuber’110, Kht. ʨʰu, Rup. juː ~ ʨʰuː, Tib. gro.mah < *ɣʰra.mah ‘Potentilla anserina’, Bur. wa, Chi. ʨʰaj < *gʰ(r)as ‘taro’ (§24)

§51a. Duh. ʣɛ-, Kht. ʤɛ-, Khn. ʣɛ-. There is one correspondence set, in which the Duhumbi reflex has affricate ʣɛ-, not expected simple onset ɡ- (§1. Duh. g-, Kht g-), whereas Khoitam has simple onset ɡ-, not expected voiced palatal affricate ʣɛ- (cf. §10. Duh. g-, Kht ʣɛ-). These unexpected reflexes could be the result of additional palatalisation of the onset, like in §50a.

Duh. ʨʰu < *gɾʰu ‘swallow’, Kht. ɡv-, Khn. ʣʔj/jours, Rup. ɡv: (§27)

6.3. LABIALISED ONSETS

There are a few cognate sets where, based upon a combination of distinct onset and rhyme reflexes in one or more varieties, I propose labialised onsets.

§52. Duh. ʨʰk-, Kht. ʨʰk-, Rup. ʦʰk ~ ʨʰk-. In a few cognate sets, elderly Rupa speakers realise onset ʦʰk, whereas younger speakers realise onset ʨʰk-. Combined with unexpected rhyme reflexes this necessitates the reconstruction of a labialised onset *ʦʰkw-.

Duh. kʰa.ʨʰam < *kʰa.ʦʰawm ‘mud’, Kht. kʰ.ʨʰuŋ, Rup. ɡo.ʦʰuː ~ ɡo.ʨʰuː: (§54)

§52a. Duh. ʨʰk-, Kht. ʨʰk-, Rup. ɕʰ ~ ʨʰk-, Khn. ʨʰk-. In a few cognate sets, elderly Rupa speakers realise an aspirated palatal stop ɕʰ, whereas younger speakers realise an aspirated palatal affricate ʨʰ-, whereas Khoitam has a retroflex affricate ʦʰ-. These reflexes are distinct from regular correspondence §48 (Duh. ʨʰk-, Kht. ʨʰk-). Combined with unexpected rhyme reflexes, this necessitates the reconstruction of a labialised aspirated affricate onset *ɕʰw-.

Duh. u.ʨʰam < *a.ɕʰawm ‘black’, Kht. a.ʨʰuː; Rup. a.ɕʰː ~ a.ʨʰuː; Khn. a.ʨʰuː: (§54)

Duh. ʨʰət [ʨʰas]111 < *ɕʰ as ‘excrete (urine, stool)’, Kht. ʨʰʔ, Rup. ɕʰʔ ~ ʨʰʔ, Khn. ʨʰʔ (§62)

§53. Duh. ʣɛ-, Kht. ʣɛ-, Khn. ʣɛ-, Rup. ʣɛ- ~ ʣɛ-. In a few cognate sets, elderly Rupa speakers realise a voiced dental affricate ʣ- whereas younger speakers realise a voiced palatal affricate ʣ- and Khoitam has voiced dental affricate ʣ-. Combined with unexpected rhyme reflexes this necessitates the reconstruction of a labialised aspirated affricate onset *ʣʰw-.

Duh. ʣʰu < *ʣʰa ‘stay, reside, live’, Kht. ʤɛː, Rup. ʣʔaw ~ ʣʔaw, Khn. ʣɛː, Chi. 居 ʨʰo < *k(r)a ‘squat; stay, dwell’ (§30)

109 A contraction of *gʰaj a.mu > *ɡʰamu > *ʣʰamu > ʣʰam, see also fn. 99.
110 A generic term referring to yams and sweet potatoes, but not taro.
111 The unexpected Duhumbi reflex and Khispi reflex ʨʰat may be under contact language influence, i.e. Dirang Tshangla gi kʰet ‘to have the urgency to pass stool’.
6.4. MINOR CORRESPONDENCES

§54. Duh. ṭs-, Kht. ṭc-. There are several exceptions to §45 (Duh. ṭ-, Kht. ṭc-), where one or more varieties has an aspirated affricate onset instead of an unaspirated affricate onset, or a palatal affricate instead of a dental affricate. The reason for this variation is yet unknown, but in general the dental affricates display greater variation in aspiration between the varieties and among speakers than other onsets. Another example (‘mortar’) can be found in §72 in the section on sound correspondences in borrowed lexemes.

Duh. hut.ʦun [ʰʰuʦinput.ʦin]\(^{112}\) < *qʰut.ʦin ‘fingernail’, Kht. ik.ʨin, Jer. ik.ʨʰin [ʰik.ʨin], Rup. ik.ʦin, Khn. ik.ʦin, Khs. hut.ʨʰin [ʰʰuʦinput.ʦin], Tib. -ʦen, Bur. -ʦaʰʰin < *-ʦinh (Wolfenden’s law) < *-ʦinh (Hill 2019: 249) (§42)

Duh. tsʰk < *ʦʰok ‘hatch’, Kht. tɕʰk, Khn. tɕʰk, She. tɕʰk\(^{113}\), Khs. tɕʰk [ʰʰtɕʰk] (§16)

§55. Duh. tʰk-, Kht. tɕ-, Khn. dʑ-. Like in §54, an exception to §46 (Duh. tʰk-, Kht. tɕ-) is the following cognate set, where Duhumbi and Khispi and the Sherdukpen varieties have an aspirated affricate onset, but the Sartang varieties unexpectedly lack aspiration. The reason for this variation is yet unknown.

Duh. ʰtʰen < *a.ʦʰan ‘cold’, Kht. a.tɕan [ʰa.tɕʰan], Rup. a.tɕʰan, Chi. 湧 tʃʰjenH < *[tsʰ]ŋ-s (§41)

§56. Duh. tʰk-, Kht. dʑ-, Khn. dʑ-. In the following cognate set, the aspirated Duhumbi onset versus the voiced onsets in the other varieties suggests an aspirated uvular onset, whereas the retroflex Khoina onset suggests a rhotic onset cluster.

Duh. kʰin.tɕʰk < *(s/a./kʰa.)qʰʷak ‘ant’, Kht. saŋ.dʑok, Khn. san.dʑok, Tib. groŋ.mo, Chi. ㄝtʃʰin.ʦok <qʰʷ(r)o? (§16)

§57. Duh. dʑ-, Kht. z-, Jer. dʑ- ~ dz-, Khn. zi-. I propose the Duhumbi reflex in the following cognate set to be the outcome of a rhotic onset cluster *dzr-, not from palatalised onset *z-, which would result in Duhumbi reflex z- (§39), or rhotic onset cluster *zr- which would result in Duhumbi reflex dz- (§13). Jerigaon only shows variation between onset dz- and dz- in sets deriving from this reconstructed onset *dzr-. The retroflex fricative in Khoina similarly points to a palatalised onset or a rhotic onset cluster, cf also §11 (*kʰr- > Khn. tsʰa-)

Duh. dzik < *dzrak ‘ask’, Kht. zik, Jer. dzik ~ dzik, Khn. zik, Tsh. dzik, Tib. dri.ba (§3)

Duh. ʰdzu\(^{114}\) < *ʣru ‘grind’, Kht. ży-, Jer. dzv ~ žv-, Khn. žy-\(^{115}\) (§27)

§57a. Duh. dʑ-, Kht. j-. In one cognate set, Duhumbi and Khispi onset dʑ- corresponds to onset j- in all other varieties, which I propose to derive from a palatalised aspirated uvular onset *qʰ-, a correspondence closely related to §20a.

Duh. ea.dʑok < *s/a.qʰok ‘soybean’, Kht. suk\(^{116}\), Khs. ea.dʑok, Chi. ㄝtʃ syuwk < *s.tuk ‘pulse, beans’ (§4)

---

112 The unexpected rhyme ʰ-un not -in is perhaps due to vowel harmony with the first syllable of the compound, although the same rhyme is also attested in liŋ.tsun ‘toenail’.

113 Here the rhyme reflex is unexpected, this is expected to be ʰʨʰ.

114 Duhumbi has kʰŋ ‘grind’.

115 Note how, unlike reflexes of rhyme *-u when preceded by a palatalised onset (cf. §38, §39), the Khoina reflex has no epenthetic glide when preceded by a rhotic onset cluster.

7. APPROXIMANT ONSETS

In addition to several trivial correspondences between approximant onsets, to account for minor cognate sets, I propose the reconstruction of distinct Proto-Western Kho-Bwa voiceless approximant onsets, in addition to their voiced counterparts.

7.1. TRIVIAL CORRESPONDENCES

In general, approximant onsets in Duhumbi correspond regularly to approximant onsets in Khoitam and all other varieties.

§58. Duh. l-, Kht. l-. The Duhumbi lateral approximant l- regularly corresponds with Khoitam l-.

Duh. la < *la ‘mountain’, Kht. lu; Tib. la ‘mountain pass’ (§24)
Duh. lej < *laj ‘leg, foot’, Kht. le: (§67)
Duh. lak < *lak ‘penis’, Kht. lak, Tsh. løy ‘penis’ (§1)
Duh. lak < *lak ‘lick’, Kht. lak, Tib. ldag (pres. ldag) ‘lick’, Chi. 食 zyik < *mə-lak ‘eat’ (Hill 2019: 288) (§1)
Duh. loj < *luj ‘borrow’, Kht. le:, Tib. glud ‘ransom’ (§68)
Duh. loj < *luj ‘tongue’, Kht. le:, Tsh. le (§68)
Duh. -lɔʔ < *-laʔ ‘ablative suffix’, Kht. -lɔʔ, Tib. -la ‘locative suffix’ (§35)
Duh. u.lis117 < *a.liw.da ‘beautiful’, Kht. a.leː-du, Chi. 修 sjuw < *s-liw ‘adorn’ (§63b)

A major exception to the general correspondence among approximant onsets is the lack of a distinctive phoneme /r/ in Khispi onsets, which is to some extent reflected in Duhumbi (see §64 Duh. r-, Kht. r- for the exceptions).

§58a. Duh. l-, Kht. r-. In native lexemes, l- in Duhumbi and Khispi corresponds to r- in Khoitam and all other varieties.

Duh. let < *ret ‘have intercourse’, Kht. reʔ, Chi. 徹 trhjet < *tʰret ‘penetrate’ (§7)
Duh. lam < *ram ‘be cold’, Kht. ram, Chi. 凍 limX < *[r][a]mʔ ‘cold’ (§45)
Duh. lek118 < *rek ‘field’, Kht. rek, Mon. ɓeyn, Tib. žiŋ < *lʰiŋ, Chi. 整 den < *lĩŋ (§2)
Duh. le < *rej ‘do’, Kht. reʔ, Chi. 为主 hjwe < *ɡ(ə)aj ‘make, do, act as’ (§67a)
Duh. a.lej < *a.rej ‘brother-in-law’, Kht. a.reʔ (§67a)

117 Note how Duhumbi has lost the adjective suffix, cf. Khispi u.lic.ta.
118 Palatalisation of the onset before rhymes -ek and -ey in Duhumbi is regular.
§59. **Duh.** w-, **Kht.** w-. Duhumbi onset w- regularly corresponds to Khoitam w-, but attestations are rare.

- Duh. wɔj ‘he / she’ < *wuj\(^{119}\), Kht. wa: (§76)
- Duh. wɔj\(^{120}\) ‘plough’ < *woj, Kht. wɔ: (§75a)

§60. **Duh.** j-, **Kht.** j-. Duhumbi palatal onset j- regularly corresponds to Khoitam onset j-.

- Duh. jɔm < *jum ‘ripen’, Kht. juŋ (§47)
- Duh. u.ja < *a.ja ‘wife’, Kht. a.ju: (§24)
- Duh. jet < *jat ‘flee’, Kht. je’, Chi. 逸 yit < *[I][t] ‘flee’ (§6)
- Duh. faŋ < *jaŋ ‘want’, Kht. juŋ (§39)
- Duh. jɔt < *jot ‘be late’, Kht. je’ (§8)
- Duh. jɔŋ < *joŋ ‘load’, Kht. juŋ (§39)
- Duh. jow < *jow ‘wake up’, Kht. joŋ (§69b)

§60a. There are two cognate sets where a Duh. palatal onset j- corresponds regularly to a palatal onset j- in Khoitam and all other varieties. Nonetheless, a labialized voiced uvular onset for these cognate sets has been reconstructed, because the root in both lexemes is *ɢʷa ‘steal’ (cf. §65). In both sets, the irregular Duhumbi onset is conditioned by the prefix. A labialized onset is also warranted by the rhyme reflexes.

- Duh. dej.ğu < *daj.ɢʷa ‘yesterday’, Jer. ᶜy.jɔ: (§30)
- Duh. bi.ğu < *bʲi.ɢʷa ‘thief’, Kht. ᶜyː.jɔ: (§30)

7.2. **Voiceless Onsets**

There are several distinct cognate sets where, based on the reflexes in one or more of the varieties, I propose voiceless approximant onsets.

§61. **Duh.** l-, **Kht.** r-. In a few cognate sets distinct from those in §58 (Duh. l-, Kht. l-) and §64 (Duh. l-, Kht. r-), Rahung and Khoitam have unexpected reflex r- where all other varieties have l-. Because the voiceless lateral onset *ɬ- is already assigned to correspondence set §42, this is explained through positing a voiceless rhotic onset *ɬ- with regular reflexes in all varieties. Nonetheless, the comparative evidence favours a lateral onset *ɬ-.

- Duh. luŋ < *ruŋ ‘stone’, Kht. ryŋ, Jer. lyŋ, Tsh. luŋ, PBG *loŋ\(^{2}\), Chi. 璭 luwk < *[r]ək ‘precious stone’ (§40)
- Duh. u.lap < *a.rap ‘leaf’, Kht. a.rap, Rup. a.lap, Chi. 叶 yep < *lap (§10)
- Duh. li < *ɬi ‘bow’, Kht. riʔ, Rup. liʔ, OTib. gзи < *ɡli (Hill 2019: 16), OBur. liy, Chi. 弓 syijX < *ɬijʔ ‘arrow’ (§33)

\(^{119}\) Note how in many languages of the region, demonstratives are formed using a root cognate with Old Tibetan ḥo ~ ḥu ‘this’, e.g. Tshangla u.ʔu ‘this here’, o.ʔu ‘that there’, Brokpa ɣ.ʔi ‘this here’, Monpa u.ts ‘this here’, o.ʔi ‘that there’.

\(^{120}\) The Duhumbi rhyme reflex, wɔj not *waŋ ~ weŋ is unexpected and may point to a complex onset, cf. also PBG *bwai1 ‘plough v.t.’, Chi. 禾 hwa < *[a]oj (19-07a) ‘growing grain’, Tib. gro ‘wheat’.
§62. Duh. j-, Kht. h-. A single cognate set where Duhumbi, Khispi and Khoina j- corresponds to h- in the other varieties may attest to a palatalised glottal fricative onset *h-, in a pattern generally opposite from correspondences §40, §41 and §42.

Duh. jej.ba < *hój.ba ‘spicy, pungent’, Kht. hɔː.ba (§67b)

§63. Duh. w-, Kht. h-, Khn. x-, She. h-. Duhumbi and Khispi are unique among the Western Kho-Bwa varieties in having a voiceless labial approximant [w] or [v] in a limited number of lexemes, all preceding back vowel a. This unique correspondence justifies positing a voiceless labial approximant *w.

Duh. waŋ < *waŋ ‘thread’, Kht. hayŋ, Khn. xayŋ, She. hayŋ, Chi. ṭw hwan < *[g]ʷar ‘pellet; ball’ (§36)

Duh. waʔ < *waʔ ‘bird’, Kht. huʔ, Khn. fuʔ, She. huʔ, Miz. va, Mongsen Ao wà.zàʔ
(Coupe 2007), Chi. ŭ ‘u < *q’a ‘crow, raven; black’ (§25)

7.3. MINOR CORRESPONDENCES

§64. Duh. r-, Kht. r-. Unlike Khispi, which has no distinctive onset r-, Duhumbi has preserved onset r- if it goes back to a labialised or palatalised onset *rʷ- or *rʲ-, reconstruction of which is based on the divergent rhyme reflexes.

Duh. raŋ. bu < *a.ʷaŋ ‘straight’, Kht. a.rʊŋ, Khs. laŋ.cum (§52)

Duh. u.riŋ < *a.ɾeŋ ‘long’, Kht. a.ɾeŋ, Khs. u.liŋ, Tib. riŋ.po, Chi. 䤑 hjwaŋ < *[g]ɾeŋ ‘high, distant’ (§48)

Duh. ram < *rʷam ‘reap’, Kht. rʊŋ, Khs. lam (§54)

§65. Duh. w-, Kht. j-. Another source of Duhumbi labial onset w- can be found in a few unique cognate sets where, unlike §59 (Duh. w-, Kht. w-) all other varieties have palatal onsets. I propose this set derives from a voiced uvular onset *g-, with the need for a labialised variant based on divergent rhyme reflexes.

Duh. wam < *gam ‘house’, Kht. jam, Chi. 閤 yem < *[g][a]m ‘gate over street or lane’ (§45)

Duh. wat < *gat ‘clothing’, Kht. jʊ̯, Tib. gyon.pa ~ gon.pa ‘wear’, Chi. 褐 hat < *[g]at ‘coarse cloth’ (§19)

Duh. was < *gas ‘wear’, Kht. jʊ̯, Tib. gos ‘clothing’, Chi. 袞 hjwɔn < *[g]a[n] ‘long robe’ (§62)

Duh. wu124 < *[g]a ‘steal’, Kht. jʊ̯; Chi. 扱 ywen *[g]en ‘abandon; remove’ (§30)

121 To this correspondence may also belong the following set, for which the distinctive Duhumbi and Khispi cognates are missing, with *w- > *x- > *j- in Khoina because of the vocal prefix.


122 In the Duhumbi phonology and orthography, this phoneme is represented by digraph /hw/.

123 Here I propose a distinct etymology from the more established Chinese comparanda 堌 ‘imH < *q(r)[a]m-s ‘subterranean room’, to which forms such as Tibetan kʰyim and Burmese im may be related.

124 Note how, in compound words, the reflex of this root in Duhumbi is j-, see examples ‘thief’ and ‘morning’ in §60a.
§65a. Duh. w-, Kht. r-. In a single cognate set that contrasts with both §64 (Duh. w-, Kht. w-) and §65 (Duh. w-, Kht. j-), Duhumbi and Khispi onset w- corresponds to onset r- in all other varieties. The uvular onset with rhotic medial results in a short rhyme reflex where otherwise Khoitam long reflex ʰuː would be expected (cf. the Chinese comparanda and rhyme correspondence §24 (Duh. -a, Kht. -u:)).

Duh. wa < *gra\(^{125}\) ‘walk, move, go’, Kht. ɾa?, Tib. ḡgro.ba ‘go’, Chi. 于 hju < *c*(r)a ‘go; at’ (§28)

§65b. Duh. w-, Kht. h-, She. vocal onset. In a single cognate set that is largely data deficient, Duhumbi w- corresponds to Khoitam h- and a Shergaan vocal onset. I propose this set derives from onset cluster *wr-, which is confirmed by the regular rhyme reflexes.

Duh. won ‘fence (v)’, ron ‘wind, warp’ < *wron ‘fence (v)’, Kht. hĩ:, She. ɛ, Tsh. ren ‘wind, warp’ (§43)

§66. Duh. j-, Kht. w-, Rup w-. In a single cognate set contrasting with correspondence §60 (Duh. j-, Kht. j-), Duhumbi onset j- corresponds to Khoitam onset w- and Rupa onset w-. I propose this derives from onset *wi-.

Duh. jen < *wən ‘be ashamed’, Kht. wan, Rup. wan (§41)

§66a. Duh. j-, Jer. j- Rup. w-. In a single cognate set contrasting with set §60 (Duh. j-, Kht. j-), Duhumbi onset j- corresponds to Khoitam onset j- but Rupa has onset w-. The rhyme reflexes indicate this must derive from a labialised onset, which is proposed to be *jw-.

Duh. jok < *jʷak ‘dig’, Jer. jık, Rup. wok (§16)

8. SOUND CORRESPONDENCES IN LOANS

Some interesting observations can be made concerning attested forms that are quite obviously similar in both meaning in form but show unexpected reflexes in one or more varieties. In several cases, the unexpected reflexes can be shown to be the result of borrowing from a contact language. The borrowed form may ultimately be etymologically related to the reconstructed root and the form that can be predicted on basis of the sound correspondences but is, nonetheless, not attested. Another reason may be contact language influence, as a result of which only the onset in one or more varieties does not show the expected reflex, but rather a reflex that is the same as that of the contact language. Some examples are presented in this section.

§67. Duh. gr-, Kht. ʣ-. The following irregular cognate set is the result of a later Bodish loan (through Brokpa) replacing the Duhumbi and Khispi reflex we would expect on basis of correspondence §10.

Duh. graŋ [gɛk] < *'?grek ‘count’, Kht. ʣɛk, Khs. gaj [gɛk], Khn. dzajk, Rup. gek, Tib. grams.ka ‘counting’ (§2)

§68. Duh. g- not ʣ-, Kht. ʣ-. Influence of the contact languages Tibetan, Brokpa and Tawang Monpa\(^{126}\) may be the reason for the simple onset g- in Duhumbi and not the expected

\(^{125}\)This was earlier (Bodt 2019) reconstructed as *wra.

\(^{126}\)Because the local trade and the administration in the region, including the taxation system, was largely conducted by speakers of Tibetan, Brokpa and Monpa, we can discern a certain influence of these languages on the numerals. This also includes the replacement of traditional vigesimal numerals such as Duhumbi
affricate onset ʣ- in the following set, as would be expected on basis of cognate sets where Duhumbi affricates correspond with Khoitam affricates but palatal stops in elderly Rupa speakers (§51).


§69. Unlike correspondence §11, where Duh. onset kʰ- corresponds to Khoitam onset tʰ-, proposed to derive from reconstructed onset *kʰr-, there are several cognate sets where one or more varieties attest an onset cluster kʰr-.

In a single cognate set, Duhumbi rhotic onset cluster kʰr- corresponds to onset cluster kʰr- in all varieties except Khispi which has typically elided the rhotic medial. Perhaps this lexeme has preserved this onset because it is a relatively recent loan related to the tax collection in the area by the Tibetan administration.

Duh. kʰrøp < *ʔkʰros ‘shell (maize)’, Kht. kʰro.p, Khs. kʰro.p, Tsh. kʰro.p ‘gather, collect’, Tib. sgrug.pa ‘collect, gather, pluck, pick’ (§77)

§69a. In this respect, also observe how in another lexeme Duhumbi onset kʰr- corresponds to Sartang and Sherdukpen onset kʰ-, again probably because a later loan replaced the inherited lexeme in Duhumbi.

Duh. kʰræŋ.pa [ʔkʰa.kʰaŋ] < *ʔkʰa.kʰaŋ ‘boil (n)’128, Kht. kʰa.kʰaŋ, Rup. kʰaŋ.kʰaŋ129, Khn. go.kʰaŋ, Khs. kʰaŋ.pa [ʔkʰa.kʰaŋ], Tsh.D. kʰraŋ.pa (§36)

§69b. In another lexeme, Duhumbi onset kʰr- corresponds to Sartang and Rupa onset t-, with only Sherdukpen preserving onset kʰr-. Coupled with the mixed bag of rhyme reflexes, evidencing reflexes of rhyme *-oj (§67b), *-os (§64) and *-op and *-up (§22, §23), this leads to the presumption this lexeme, too, is a later loan, at least in some varieties.

Duh. kʰroj < *ʔkʰros ‘shell (maize)’, Kht. tɔp, Rah. tɔ’, Khn. tɔ’, Rup. tɔp, She. kʰre-, Khs. kʰej, Tib. bgrud.pa ‘husk, shell, peel’ (§37)

The velar plus rhotic onset clusters appear to evidence various layers of inherited lexemes and later Bodish and Tshangla loans, especially related to agricultural practices.

§70. Duh. k-, Kht. k-. In a single cognate set, Duhumbi onset k- corresponds to Khoitam onset k-, but Khoina onset kʰ- and Rahung and Shergaon onset g-. The voicing and aspiration differences in the onset (see §7 for regular reflexes of onset *k-) are indicative that this lexeme is a later Bodish loan.

Duh. kak < *ʔkak ‘halt, stop’, Kht. kak, Khn. kʰak, Rah. gak, She. gak, Tib. bkag.pa < hgyæ.gæ ‘prevent, restrain, stop’, Tsh. kak ‘halt, stop, prevent from happening or doing’ (§1)

§71. Khs. ɾ-, Kht. s-. In the following cognate set, we would expect the Duhumbi and Khispī reflex ɾsat on basis of correspondence §34 (Duh. s-, Kht. s-). Whereas Duhumbi has a distinct

---

kʰej.nis.dag.san (two score and ten) by ɲap.tcu.ʔam.ba (Tibetan liia.bcu.thams.pal) ‘fifty’ and kʰej.ɡa (five score) by daa.hin (Tibetan bṛgya) ‘hundred’.

127 The rhyme reflex in all varieties suggests that the coda -r was a part of the root, not of the prefix, i.e. *sa.rɡat.

128 Referring to a large boil that emits pus.

129 The velar coda of the prefix is epenthetic, expected would be ’kʰa.kʰaŋ.
lexeme haw ‘to tell’, the Khispi form, though apparently cognate, is most likely a loan from Tawang Monpa. A reconstructed form *sɨat, which would match with the Khispi onset, would result in divergent rhyme reflexes according to rhyme correspondence §6 (Duh. -et, Kht. -eʔ, Rup. -at), cf. example *sɨat ‘exit’.

Khs. eat? < *sʷat ‘tell’, Kht. sʔ, Rup. sʔ, Mon. eat, Tib. šod.pa (§19)

§72. In the following cognate set, both the variation in the onset (as compared to correspondence §45) and the variation in rhymes indicates that this lexeme is most likely a loan, even though superficially the forms appear cognate. Whereas Duhumbi and Khispi probably borrowed the term from Tawang Monpa, the likely origin for the Sartang and Sherdukpen varieties is Tibetan or Brokpa.

Duh. tʰum [tʰum] < *ʔum ‘mortar’, Kht. təm, Khs. tʰum [tʰum], Khn. tən [tʰən], Rah. təm [tʰəm], Jer. tən [tʰən], Rup. təm, Tib. tshon.kho, Mon. tʰum.ku (§47?)

§73. Duh. te-, Kht. te-. There are two cognate sets that may in which Duhumbi te- corresponds to onset te- in Khoitam and all other varieties. However, the irregular rhyme correspondences and the good Bodish cognates may indicate that these lexemes are loans in all varieties, rather than inherited lexemes.

Duh. teiɾ < *ʔiɾ ‘squeeze’, Kht. teʔi, Khn. teʔi, Rup. ciʔ ~ teʔi, Khs. wil, Tib. gcir.ba (§80)

Duh. teur < *ʔur ‘surround, confine’130, Kht. teɾr, Rah. te’y, Rup. teɾr131, Khs. teul, Tib. gcir.ba ‘pressed into’ (§78)

9. SYNOPSIS

This paper presents the main onset correspondences between the Western Kho-Bwa varieties Duhumbi and Khoitam, providing reconstructions of the proto-forms based on the current state of knowledge. The paper also provides comparative evidence from the other Western Kho-Bwa varieties and other languages and reconstructed proto-languages where deemed illustrative. The sound correspondences that have been established, the reconstructed proto-forms that are based on it, and the comparative evidence from other Tibeto-Burman languages confirm earlier conclusions made for Puroik (Lieberherr 2015) and the Kho-Bwa languages in general (Lieberherr & Bodt 2017) that the Kho-Bwa languages do indeed form part of the Tibeto-Burman language family, disfavouring earlier hypothesis that these languages, or some of them at least, may represent language isolates (e.g. Blench & Post 2014).

The following consonants occur as onsets in reconstructed Proto-Western Kho-Bwa: velar plosives k, kʰ, g; uvular plosives q, qʰ, ɢ; dental plosives t, tʰ, d; bilabial plosives p, pʰ, b; nasals ɾ, n, ñ, m, ɲ; fricatives s, z, h; alveolar affricates ʂ, ʂʰ, ʣ; palatal affricates ɬʰ, j; and approximants l, l̥, r, r̥, w, ɹ, j. Furthermore, reconstructed Proto-Western Kho-Bwa has rhotic onset clusters kr, kʰr, gr; qr, qʰr, gr; pr, pʰr, br; mr; ɬz; ɬr; ɬr; ɣr; onsets ɬ; palatalised onsets kʰi, ɡi; kr̥, kʰri, gr̥; qʰi, ɢi; ɬi; ɬi; p̥i; ɹi; ɬi; ɹi; m̥i, n̥i, ɲ̥i; ɬi, z̥i, ɦi; tsʰi, ɬz̥; r̥ and w̥; and labialised onsets kʷ, kʰw; qʰ, qʰw, ɢw; qʰr, ɬz̥; pʰw, ɹw, ɬz̥; b̥w; d̥w; m̥w, n̥w, s̥w, z̥w, h̥w; ts̥w, tsʰw, ɬz̥w, ɬz̥w, j̥; r̥, l̥ and j̥. Vocal onsets, alternatively analysable as glottal onsets, include a (ʔa), e (ʔe), i

130 Esp. said of calves in a fenced surrounding or chickens in a coop.
131 Expected Sartang and Sherdukpen reflexes would be tʰeiŋ.
where older speakers realise distinctive palatal stops particularly those preceding a high vowel /i/ and high vowel rhymes /ij/ and /u/. In fact, there are no attestations of these clusters in Khispi and Duhumbi, and only very few attestations of these clusters in the contemporary Sartang and Sherdupken varieties. Examples include the probably onomatopoeic Jerigaon na.myː trøy ‘thunder’, Rahung na.myː dray, druy and Shergaon ni.miː drug, drug forms for ‘thunder’, Jerigaon na.trøy.zay and Shergaon treː.sum ‘spider’, Rahung tre’ ‘big, wide’, Khoina, Rupa and Shergaon ʾpriy ‘bracelet’ (probably a contraction, cf. Khoitam ʾpriː, Rupa hiŋ ʾpriːm ‘tree stump’ (also a likely contraction, cf. Rahung hiŋ t.r.ım), Khoina ja.drøy ‘shoe, footwear’ and Khoina drɔː.rɔː and Rahung drɔː: (again likely contractions of prefix and root, cf. Duhumbi du.luˀ, Rupa .Delay raw). Note, that none of the Western Kho-Bwa varieties has retroflex dental consonants /r/, /ɾ/ in native lexemes.

Of the reconstructed onsets and onsets clusters I postulate for Proto-Western Kho-Bwa in this paper, the more remarkable are the uvular plosives and the voiceless nasals and approximants. I propose an unvoiced uvular plosive *q (§63a) and voiced uvular plosive *q- (§65). The uvular plosive has an aspirated *qʰ- (§20a), labialised *qʰ- (§43b), palatalised aspirated *qʰ- (§57a) and palatalised aspirated *qʰm- (§20) counterpart, and also occurs with a rhotic medial *qr (§22), aspirated with a rhotic medial *qʰr- (§22a) and labialised aspirated with a rhotic medial *qʰr- (§56). The voiced uvular plosive also has a labialised *qʷ- (§60a, §65) and a palatalised *qʷ- (§43c) counterpart and occurs with a rhotic medial *qr- (§65a). In addition, I reconstruct voiceless nasals /m/ (§32b, §41) and /n/ (§24, §40) and voiceless approximants /y/ (§61), /j/ (§42) and /w/ (§26, §63, §65b) in addition to their voiced counterparts.

9.1. NOTABLE SOUND CORRESPONDENCES BETWEEN THE VARIETIES

There are some notable sound correspondences between the Western Kho-Bwa varieties. These are primarily related to phonological processes involving palatalised onsets, particularly those preceding a high vowel /i/ and high vowel rhymes /iy/ and /aj/, and onset clusters of a velar onset and rhotic medial.

Palatalised velar onsets *kʰb- and *gʰ- resulted in affricate onsets in all varieties except Rupa, where older speakers realise distinctive palatal stops cʰ- and j-.

PWKB *kʰb- > Duh. teh-, Khs. teh-, Khn. teh-, Jer. teh-, Kht. teh-, Rah. teh-, Rup. teh-, She. teh- (§50)
PWKB *gʰ- > Duh. de-, Khs. de-, Khn. de-, Jer. de-, Kht. de-, Rah. de-, Rup. j- ~ de-, She. de- (§51)

The palatalised bilabial onset *b- results in a very distinctive set of cognate forms. Whereas Khispi and Duhumbi follow a pattern *b- ~ e- ~ z- also seen in, for example, Tawang Monpa (e.g. Tawang Monpa za, Tibetan bya ‘bird’), the Sartang and Sherdupken varieties all have an aspirated palatal affricate.

PWKB *b- > Duh. e-, Khs. e-, Khn. teh-, Jer. teh-, Kht. teh-, Rah. teh-, Rup. teh- ~ teh-, She. teh- (§38a)
Following the lack of aspiration of the reconstructed onset, the Sartang and Sherdukpen reflexes are also unaspirated and unvoiced in the following correspondence.

\[
\text{PWKB } *\text{p}- > \text{Duh. } c-, \text{Khs. } e-, \text{Khn. } t\text{v}-, \text{Jer. } t\text{v}-, \text{Kht. } t\text{v}-, \text{Rah. } t\text{v}-, \text{Rup. } t\text{v-} \sim \text{w-}, \text{She. } \text{w-} (\text{§}38b)
\]

The main exception to this general correspondence is the homophonous cognate set resulting from palatalised bilabial onsets preceding high vowel /i/, with simplified onsets in Khispi and Duhumbi and palatal affricates in all other varieties except Rupa which shows alternation between a palatal stop and a palatal affricate.\(^{132}\)

\[
\text{PWKB } *\text{b}- > \text{Duh. } b-, \text{Khs. } b-, \text{Khn. } d\text{r}-, \text{Jer. } d\text{r}-, \text{Kht. } d\text{r}-, \text{Rah. } d\text{r}-, \text{Rup. } d\text{r}-, \text{She. } d\text{r-} (\text{§}17a)
\]

Closely related is also the following correspondence set, also occurring before high vowel /i/.

\[
\text{PWKB } *\text{m}- > \text{Duh. } m-, \text{Khs. } m-, \text{Khn. } d\text{r}-, \text{Jer. } d\text{r}-, \text{Kht. } d\text{r}-, \text{Rah. } d\text{r}-, \text{Rup. } d\text{r}-, \text{She. } d\text{r-} (\text{§}32c)
\]

Distinct reflexes can also be found in the few cognate sets deriving from onset clusters of a bilabial plosive and a rhotic medial when preceding high vowel /i/.

\[
\text{PWKB } *\text{p}\text{r-} > \text{Duh. } \text{p}-, \text{Khs. } \text{p}-, \text{Khn. } p\text{h}-, \text{Jer. } p\text{h}-, \text{Kht. } p\text{h}-, \text{Rah. } p\text{h}-, \text{Rup. } p\text{h}-, \text{She. } p\text{h-} (\text{§}19a)
\]

\[
\text{PWKB } *\text{p}\text{hr-} > \text{Duh. } \text{p}-, \text{Khs. } \text{p}-, \text{Khn. } p\text{hl}-, \text{Jer. } p\text{hl}-, \text{Kht. } p\text{hl}-, \text{Rah. } p\text{hl}-, \text{Rup. } p\text{hl}-, \text{She. } p\text{hl-} (\text{§}19)
\]

\[
\text{PWKB } *\text{pr}- > \text{Duh. } \text{p}-, \text{Khs. } \text{p}-, \text{Khn. } p\text{s}-, \text{Jer. } p\text{s}-, \text{Kht. } p\text{s}-, \text{Rah. } p\text{s}-, \text{Rup. } b\text{s}-, \text{She. } p\text{s-} (\text{§}19b)
\]

Distinct Sartang and Sherdukpen reflexes can be found in a single cognate set.

\[
\text{PWKB } *\text{ps-} > \text{Khs. } \text{ps}-, \text{Khn. } \text{t}\text{sh}-, \text{Jer. } \text{t}\text{sh}-, \text{Kht. } \text{t}\text{sh}-, \text{Rah. } \text{t}\text{sh}-, \text{Rup. } \text{t}\text{sh}-, \text{She. } \text{t}\text{sh-} (\text{§}19c)
\]

Note, how reflexes of onset clusters of a bilabial plosive and rhotic medial are distinct when the following vowel is not a high vowel (§14, §14a, §15 and §16) and how onset clusters of a nasal (§24, §32a) or fricative (§13, §57) onset and rhotic medial are also different.

Palatalised Proto-Western Kho-Bwa nasal onset *n- has distinct outcomes in Duhumbi, Khispi and the Sherdukpen varieties versus the Sartang varieties. Whereas the latter varieties again lost the palatalisation, they resulted in distinct palatal phonemes in the former varieties.

\[
\text{PWKB } *\text{n}- > \text{Duh. } n-, \text{Khs. } n-, \text{Khn. } n-, \text{Jer. } n-, \text{Kht. } n-, \text{Rah. } n-, \text{Rup. } n-, \text{She. } n- (\text{§}31)
\]

Palatalised Proto-Western Kho-Bwa fricative onsets *s/- and *z/- have distinct outcomes in Duhumbi, Khispi and Khoina versus the other Sartang varieties and the Sherdukpen varieties. The palatalisation is lost in the latter varieties, whereas they result in distinct palatal phonemes in Duhumbi and Khispi and retroflex phonemes in Khoina.

\[
\text{PWKB } *\text{s}- > \text{Duh. } c-, \text{Khs. } e-, \text{Khn. } g-, \text{Jer. } s-, \text{Kht. } s-, \text{Rah. } s-, \text{Rup. } s-, \text{She. } s- (\text{§}38)
\]

\(^{132}\) For a related phonological change, cf. Sun’s (1993: 93) remark that Proto-Tani *b- became j- in Western Tani before *i.
Palatalised affricate onsets also have reflexes slightly different from non-palatalised affricate onsets.

PWKB *zŋ- > Duh. z-, Khs. z-, Khn. z-, Jer. z-, Kht. z-, Rah. z-, Rup. z-, She. z- (§39)

Proto-Western Kho-Bwa onset clusters of a velar onset and rhotic medial are regularly simplified in Khipi and Duhumbi and Sherdukpen but become palatal affricates in the Sartang varieties, except Khoina which has distinctive retroflex affricates.

PWKB *kʰr- > Duh. kʰ-, Khs. kʰ-, Khn. tʃʰ-, Jer. tʃʰ-, Kht. tʃʰ-, Rah. tʃʰ-, Rup. kʰ-, She. kʰ- (§11)

PWKB *gr- > Duh. g-, Khs. g-, Khn. dz-, Jer. dz-, Kht. dz-, Rah. dz-, Rup. g-, She. g- (§10)

The only exception is the onset cluster of a voiceless velar onset and rhotic medial, which has simple onsets in all varieties except Khoina.

PWKB *kr- > Duh. k-, Khs. k-, Khn. tʃ-, Jer. h-, Kht. k-, Rah. k-, Rup. k-, She. k- (§11a, §11b)

As with the palatalised versions of the bilabial plosive and rhotic medial clusters, the palatalised versions of the velar plosive and rhotic medials have slightly divergent reflexes, again with characteristic retroflex affricates in Khoina.

PWKB *kɾ- > Duh. k-, Khs. k-, Khn. tʃ-, Jer. t-, Kht. t-, Rah. t-, Rup. k-, She. k- (§12)

PWKB *kʰɾ- > Duh. tʃʰ-, Khs. tʃʰ-, Khn. tʃʰ-, Jer. tʃʰ-, Kht. tʃʰ-, Rah. tʃʰ-, Rup. kʰ-, She. tʃʰ- (§50a)

PWKB *gɾ- > Duh. dz-, Khs. dz-, Khn. dz-, Jer. g-, Kht. g-, Rah. g-, Rup. g-, She. g- (§51a)

9.2. NOTABLE SOUND CORRESPONDENCES WITH OTHER TIBETO-BURMAN LANGUAGES

There are two main sound correspondences that may be characteristic for the Western Kho-Bwa varieties within the wider perspective of the Tibeto-Burman language family. These were earlier identified as *s- > *∅- (§25) and *m- > *b- (§3).

Regarding the change *s- > *∅-, Matisoff (2009: 309) listed Puroik (‘Sulong’) ji ‘die’ as cognate with his reconstructed Tibeto-Burman root *say. This was observed by Lieberherr (2015: 26-27), who mentioned the apparent regularity of this correspondence and provides additional examples of how Proto-Kuki-Chin *th- corresponds to Puroik vocal onsets. In Bodt & Lieberherr (2015: 81, 101), we describe how reconstructed Proto-Tibeto-Burman onset *s- has been regularly fortified to onset t- with secondary developments to tʃ- and dz- in the Hrusish languages Bangru, Miji and Hruso. This particular correspondence was first described by Shafer (1947: 185) and is one of the defining phonological innovations that Bangru, Miji and Hruso share with the ‘Kamarupan’ languages (Matisoff 2003: 31–32), including the Kuki-Chin languages (van Bik 2009: 16), the Central Naga languages, the
Bodo-Garo languages, Karbi and Tangkhulic. In Lieberherr & Bodt (2017: 40) we provide additional evidence for a regular correspondence between onset *s- in several contemporary Tibeto-Burman languages, reconstructed onset *tʰ- in the ‘Kamarupan’ languages, and the vocal onsets in the Western Kho-Bwa languages.

One of the outstanding questions is why there are also distinct correspondence sets, where onset *s- in other Tibeto-Burman languages corresponds to Western Kho-Bwa onset s- (§34) and h- (§36). It is not yet clear which phonotactic conditions resulted in an onset *s- to be retained as s-, which phonotactic conditions resulted in further debuccalisation from *s- to h-, and why in some cases the onset *h- further debuccalised, resulting in a zero, i.e. glottal or vocal onset.

Like all the Kho-Bwa languages (Lieberherr & Bodt 2017: 38-39), the Western Kho-Bwa languages show evidence for syllable initial denasalisation. Whereas this is relatively well attested for the bilabial place of articulation (e.g. in §3, §6, §32), there is also evidence from the velar place of articulation (e.g. in §1, §4, §7). There is a single candidate for the dental place of articulation, but that only for Khispi and Duhumbi (namely ‘comb’ in §24). Denasalisation of initials is a non-trivial change and almost unique in Tibeto-Burman. The Proto-Western Kho-Bwa plosive onsets where other Tibeto-Burman languages have nasal onsets may be related to Old Chinese Type A syllable initials.

Proto-Western Kho-Bwa nasal onsets, Old Chinese nasal onsets (Type B):

Duh. ḃa < *ŋaʔ ‘fish’, Kht. ʰnuŋ, Chi. 魚 ngjo < *ŋa (§25)
Duh. ḃak < *ŋaʔ ‘language’, Kht. nuʔ, Chi. 语 ngjoX < *ŋaʔ ‘speak’ (§25)
Duh. naŋ < *naŋ ‘thou (2SG)’, Kht. naŋ, Chi. 若 nyak < *nak (§36)
Duh. ʰjin < *ŋin ‘silver’, Kht. niŋ, Chi. 銀 ngjin < *ŋa[n] (§42)
Duh. niis ‘two’ < *niis ‘two’, Kht. nik, Chi. 二 nyijH < *ni[j]-s (§63)
Duh. ca.pi.lum < *sia.niŋ ‘gums’, Kht. sə.niŋ, Chi. 銜 ngjin < *ŋa[n] (§38)

Proto-Western Kho-Bwa stop onsets, Old Chinese nasal onsets (Type A):

Duh. ga < *ga ‘I’, Kht. gu:, Chi. 吾 ngu < *ŋa (§24)
Duh. kʰa < *kʰa ‘five’, Kht. kʰu:, Chi. 五 nguX < *C.ŋʰaʔ (§24)
Duh. kʰam < *kʰam ‘be hungry’, Kht. kʰəŋ, Chi. 饥 ngaH < *ŋʰaj-s (§54)
Duh. pʰam < *pʰam ‘lose, be defeated’, Kht. pʰəŋ, Chi. 喪 sangH < *s-məŋ-s ‘lose; destroy’ (§54)

But see fn. 67 for evidence from Chinese. As one of the reviewers of this paper rightly pointed out, historically we can also observe denasalisation in the development from Old Chinese to Proto-Min and in Sinitic loans in Japanese, for example, from Chi. 五 nguX < *C.ŋʰaʔ ‘five’ to Japanese go ‘five’ and colloquial Southern Min (go) ‘five’ and from Chi. 武 mjux < *məʔ ‘military’ to Japanese 武道 budō ‘martial arts’ and colloquial Southern Min [bu] ‘military’.

As was remarked by one of the reviewers of this paper, there have been several surmises on the relation between a velar nasal and a velar plosive onset for the first person singular pronoun in Tibeto-Burman. See, for example, Benedict (1998) and Jacques (2007). Despite this, I remain of the opinion that both *ka and *ŋa are ultimately etymologically related, perhaps one having functioned as an independent pronoun, and the other as a dependant morpheme, for example, a lexical prefix or a pronominal marker on pronouns.
Duh. nam.pʰʌŋ < *nam.pʰonŋ ‘night’, Kht. nɔ.pʰuyŋ, Chi. 昔 xwon < *mʰu[n] ‘dusk, dark’ (§39)

There is, however, also counter-evidence:

Proto-Western Kho-Bwa nasal onsets, Old Chinese nasal onsets (Type A):

Duh. ea.ju ‘panee’ < *(s/a./a.) ni‘u ‘brain’, Kht. a.ny:, Khs. ea.ju, Chi. 腦 nawX < *n’u? (§27)

Duh. min < *m’i’in ‘sleep’, Kht. ñiŋ, Tib. rmi.lam ‘dream’, Chi. 眠 men < *mʰi[n] ‘shut the eyes; sleep’ (§42)

Proto-Western Kho-Bwa stop onsets, Old Chinese nasal onsets (Type B):

Duh. bij < *a.biŋ ‘name’, Kht. a.dɛŋ, Chi. 名 mjæŋ < *C.meŋ (§48)

Duh. bej < *baj ‘fire’, Kht. be:, Chi. 火 xjweX < *maj ‘fire’ (§67)

Cognates of Tibeto-Burman roots with bilabial nasal onset *m- with bilabial plosive b- are not exclusive to the Kho-Bwa languages. For the Bisoid languages, the correspondence of Bisu stop b- with other Loloish languages m- was reported by Nishida (1966a, 1966b), later mentioned in Matijsoff (1972) and Bradley (1977, 1979 and 1985) and also described in Xu (2001: 195). Bradley (1985) described this as an example of consonant denasalisation (Haudricourt 1970) and analysed these examples as reflexes of Proto-Loloish onsets. Compare the following attestions for the root ‘name’ in several Nungic and Bisoid languages and compare these with the reflexes for the root ‘dream’ in these languages.\(^{135}\) The correspondences of these two roots are seemingly random except for consistent onset *b- in Proto-Western Kho-Bwa: where Trung and related languages have m- onsets, Bisu has b- onsets and where Bisu has m- onsets, Trung and related languages have b- onsets.

PWKB *a.biŋ ‘name’, Rawang buŋ\(^{31}\), Anong buŋ\(^{31}\), Nung buŋ\(^{31}\), Trung aŋ\(^{31}\).bruŋ\(^{33}\), Sanglong Bisu aŋ\(^{33}\).miŋ\(^{55}\), Huaipa Bisu aŋ\(^{33}\).hmeŋ\(^{55}\)

PWKB *ban ‘dream’, Rawang (jup.) naŋ\(^{53}\), Anong (ip.) maŋ\(^{55}\), Nung maŋ\(^{55}\), Trung mlaŋ\(^{55}\), Sanglong Bisu mba\(^{55}\), Huaipa Bisu buŋ\(^{55}\), Phunoi Bisu ba

For Proto-Hmong-Mien, Ratliff (2010: 38) reconstructs pre-nasalised onsets *mp-, *mpʰ-, *mb- to explain otherwise seemingly random variation between bilabial nasal and bilabial stop onsets in the descendant languages. Hence, Proto-Hmong-Mien ‘dream’ is *mpeiH and ‘name’ is *mpəuH. Compare this also to Proto-Mon-Khmer *mp[ə]ʔ ‘dream’ (Shorto 2006). In the case of the Bisoid and Nungic languages, this may be an indication of early linguistic contact between Tibeto-Burman, Hmong-Mien and Mon-Khmer speakers. However, the geographic distance with the area where the Kho-Bwa languages are presently spoken make a similar contact language situation less likely, and this perhaps validates the reconstruction of Proto-Tibeto-Burman prenasalised onsets much like they have been reconstructed for other proto-languages in Southeast Asia.

Despite this wider perspective, as we showed (Lieberherr & Bodt 2017: 39), cognates in all surrounding languages have a nasal continuant onset, and, like the change *s- > *Ø-, the shared phonological innovation *m- > *b-, and perhaps also *ŋ- > *K-, is a strong argument.

---

\(^{135}\) Forms from Sûn (1991) and Xu (2001).
for the coherence of the Western Kho-Bwa languages, and indeed the Kho-Bwa languages in general.
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